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1938 begins with Tin Horns---a Jette,· to the Presidentcivilization in New Jersey-a look at our Washington
correspondents.

twentieth time rehearsing the floorshow in his wind-blown mind and
admiring the masculine expanse of
his stiff-bosomed shirt. This night he
knows shall be but the prelude to a
career of glory on Broadway and in
Hollywood.
Ho there, attention !- The guests
are coming.- Oliver Spendit, a
twenty-dollar per week clerk, and his
hungry-looking sweetheart, held together by a coat of disguised rabbitfurs, are among the first to arrive.
-Others follow,-many others. Some
have evidently been here before. They
move easily and quietly. Some are
definitely ill at ease. But soon all differences are wiped out. A few rounds
of dancing to the blare of the band,
the loquaciousness of the cock-tails,
and the levelling effect of the floorshow with its sleazy jokes growing
steadily more biological,-and the
spirit of the evening grows. Al-

Tin Horns

THE

fires of a new year which
once blazed brightly are now
reduced to the last faint glow of a
few dying embers. Another hour or
two and the year 193 7 will have been.
They who were both thoughtful
and willing at once to pay ten dollars
per plate have made their reservations in some hotel dining room.
All such rooms are for the moment
unc?m~ortably packed with tables and
cha!rs m anticipation of the crowds
which will come to see the old year
out and the new year in. It is to
a great night. Waiters are smackmg th eir lips and giving each other
th at knowing look in the confident
hope that it will be a profitable night.
The g·ir1 m
. th e check-room also
kn
ows that men who have well drunk
are likely to be generous. The master of ce remon1es
• 1s
. now for the

?e

1

2
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though the clerk's sweetheart with
her egg-shell physique may already
have succumbed to the evening's
drinks, the middle-aged wife of that
pompous, prosperous gentleman two
tables over is growing more kittenish
and her now less accurately focused
eyes are sending forth amorous messages to her imaginary admirers.
How sad that her conquests of love
should be halted by the passing of
time and the pandemonium of the
mid-night hour. But it is now twelve.
The bells ring out. The whistles blow.
Hosts of befuddled celebrants, properly with dunce-caps on their heads,
vigorously twirl noise-making devices,
desperately toot tin horns ( ritually
and ceremonially appropriate instruments, these, for bacchanalia) and
cry: "Happy New Year!" with voices
which fall with sickening thud, lifeless upon the floor.
What is tlie meaning of all this?
Are men so irrepressibly hilarious
at the thought that they are one year
closer now to death? Or, are they
so terrified at the realities of life that
an hour of escape seems worth whatever it may cost? Or do they feel
so much the animal that they have
lost all sense of another world, a day
of accounting, and the advent of the
righteous Judge ?_:Or,-well, what
may it mean ?-Surely not this, that
men thus leaving the Old and facing
the New Year rejoice in the mercies
of God, in the hope and the opportunities afforded by a new period of
grace, else would they lift their hearts,
uninflamed by lusts, and their minds,

undimmed by alcohol, in deep-felt
gratitude to the Father Who would
lead them by His hand.

'

Dear Mr. President

J GOT your postcard. I guess you

write so many letters and cards
that sometimes you forget what you
wrote a month ago. Your card to
me said: "If you are unemployed or
partly employed and are able to work
and are seeking work, please fill o~t
this report card right away and mail
it before midnight, Saturday, No·
vember 20, 1937. No postage stamp
is needed.
"The Congress directed me to take
this census. It is important to t~e
unemployed and to everyone in this
land that the census be complete,
honest and accurate. If you give me
the fa~ts I shall try to use them for
the benefit of all who need and want
work and do not now have it."
"Franklin D. Roosevelt."
At first, Mr. President, I thought
I wouldn't bother you with an an·
swer. I am employed, even though
my friends say I don't work. But
then I figured you might like to hear
how I feel about your card. I really
think it's a good idea. That crack
about the postage stamp is swellsome of the poor guys you wrote
to maybe haven't got the price. Be•
sides, it's about time we get d?wn to
brass tacks. I go around with rny
friends, Mr. President, and some-
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times they tell me that the people
who aren't working don't want to
work and then I go downtown and
talk to the men who live on the
other side of the tracks. I guess you
know where they live-or maybe live
ain't the right word. They hang
around the flophouses and joints
where my friends never go. In the
daytime you can .find 'em over a shot
of "white smoke" thinking that they
can forget that way. I'm no softy, Mr.
President, and they can't fool me. I
can see through a guy when he tries
to tell me a sob story. But, Mr. President, I must tell you that most of
them want to do something. Sometimes I find a bum who is really no
good, but most are not bad at all.
They make you wonder. A world
that does things like that to men is
not a good world, do you think, Mr.
President? I wish sometimes you
could sit down with them without
them knowing who you are. You
would find out what fear and no
work and no hope can do to a man.
. And so, while I think your census
is a good idea, please don't forget,
Mr. President, that behind those big
numbers you will get there is a lot
of sadness and hardness and pain.
Perhaps it isn't so bad to be unemployed, but it is terror to be unwanted. Please make a special count
of these, Mr. President, and then try
to find out what's wrong with us.
. aybe they won't stay on the other
s1 de of the tracks all the time and
the tramp of men mad with hunger
'
d
ao loneliness is terrible to hear. I

3

don't want to hear it and my children
don't either.
Respectfully yours,
Your Correspondent.
P.S. Maybe you had better read
"Word-Trouble among the Economists" in Har per's for December or
"Snipe-Hunting" in the Atlantic
Monthly to get what I mean. I hope
your toothache is better.

,.

A Fine Restless Spirit
Is Stilled

WE

HAVE already commented
briefly on the death of Ramsey
MacDonald.
In connection with its summary of
his career the Manchester Guardian
presents the following estimate of his
character:
"Mr. MacDonald was a strong personality, and scarcely less divergent
from the common tradition of the
British Prime Ministers than Mr.
Lloyd George himself. He was intellectually of the late nineteenth century, one of the generation in whose
ears the teachings of Carlyle, Darwin, and John Stuart Mill had rung
the loudest. Integrity verging on austerity, plain living and high thinking,
intense industry, tireless self-improvement, constant preoccupation with
the public good-such were the bases
of his character. Eloquence, an impressive figure, tact, energy, but
above all patience enabled him to
build a great career on them. He was

4
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always ready to wait and to take very
long views--a rare source of ascendancy in a party drawn peculiarly, like
the Socialists, from men temperamentally sanguine and in a hurry.
His rise to power was a victory of
dogged purpose, planned and pursued for decades before he became
Prime Minister. By sheer patience he
lived down successive rivals and detractors . . . and by the same quality
sloughed off the obloquy which he
incurred in the war. His one great
lack as a politician-never more
prejudicial than during his Premiership-was his lack of warmth and
directness towards comrades and associates. No one in his company, however, admiring and anxious to think
the best, could fail to be often chilled
by his bafiling aloofness.
"To do his personal achievement
full justice one must look beyond
politics. He began life as a thinker
and writer and never ceased to be
one. Excepting Lord Balfour, he was
possibly the best-read Prime Minister
that we have had in this century-.
not in the classical tradition of Gladstone and Lord Derby, but with an
encyclopaedic knowledge of the English and Scottish writers on history,
philosophy, theology, and politics,
especially during the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries. He knew well
too the corresponding Continental authors on those subjects, mostly,
though not entirely, in translations.
He ranged deeply and widely in English poetry, and made hobbies of
folklore, topography, and the life of

John Knox. He seldom read contemporary fiction, but his familiarity
with Scott and with the eighteenth
century novelists was exhaustive. At
the same time he took interest in
science, in music, and in painting,
keeping abreast of developments in
them all. He had a natural oratory,
but this wide self-culture added
depth and weight to it ; he spoke as
one with unusual reserves of knowledge and feeling to draw upon, which
indeed he had. He might have become a remarkable prose-writer had
he given time and thought to it; as it
was, his large output as journalist and
pamphleteer, written under pressure,
seldom covered more than the moment's needs. Yet occasionally, as in
his memoir of his wife or in the brilliant travel sketches which appeared
in the Nation in 1922, he rose to a
high level of style in sustained passages."

,-

The Prospect for
Race Survival
LANCELOT HOGBEN is a fa.
mous British biologist who is at
the same time a brilliant writer. Addressing himself to the quest_ion
whether the human race can survive,
he contributes a chapter to a ne~
book entitled "What Is Ahead of Us
published by Macmillan company.
Prof. Hogben is too wise to risk ~.Y
prophecies. "Prediction," he says, 15
the prerogative of bookmakers, evand
gelists of a four-square gospel, an
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professors of political economy."
Yet he recognizes some definite dangers to the survival of the white race,
due to birth control. Indeed, all of
civilized mankind, "is now faced with
a new potential of sterility." Remarking on the fact that even now
"the level of fertility in the more
highly industrialized countries has
sunk below the limit at which no
concomitant fall in mortality can prevent a continuous decline of population, unless people can be induced to
have larger families," he points out
certain reasons why this prospect has
not yet excited any alarm. His reasoning is not difficult to follow. The
birth-rate still conceals the most relev~nt features of the problem. The
birth-rate gives the number of children born per annum per 1,000 members of the population. By itself,
however, a fall or rise in this number
t~lls us nothing about the reproductive capacity of a population. Hogb_en explains: "The right way to decide whether a community is capable
of replacing itself is to measure fertility by the number of girl children
born on the average to one woman in
the_ course of her reproductive life.
~is can be done when public statistics record the age of the mother at
the birth of each child." Now if
mortality is falling at the same time
th ere will, of course be "an internai
lag before a fall in fertility exerts its
full effect," that is, before the actual
drop in population is observed. Yet
tbe~e are the alarming prospects
hich to the statistician are an abso-
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lute certainty unless there is a return
to larger families:
"If fertility and mortality remain
indefinitely at their present level the
population of England and Wales
will be reduced to one-half its present
size a hundred years hence. If fertility
and mortality continue to fall off at
the rate suggested by the experience
of the last two decades the population of England and Wales will be
reduced to one-tenth of its present
size a century from now!"
Coming down to actual figures, we
learn that at present marriage, death,
and sterility rates, the maintenance of
a population at a fixed level demands
a mean completed family of nearly
three children. (The exact figure is
2.73.) "The problem of maintaining a population is, therefore," Hoghen concludes, "the problem of getting most people to have at least three
children. This can only be done if a
large number can be induced to have
at least four. In other words, we have
to make the four-child family fashionable."
These are not simply words of
counsel aiming at a more abundant
civic life. They are words of a hardheaded scientist which tell us what
must be done if civilization is to live
at all.
For Americans the above has received some additional interest
through the report ( suppressed by
official order) of the National Resources Committee on populations
problems. The technical work involved in this study was assigned to a
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committee of scientists composed of
specialists in various .fields. It was
found- this much has leaked outthat the rate of fertility in the poorest
areas of the country-notably in the
Southern Appalachians-was 77 per
cent in excess of that required to replace the population. In areas representing the highest level of living, the
rate of human reproduction was 17
per cent below that required to replace the population. On the basis of
the .findings of Prof. Raymond Pearl
of Johns Hopkins University the conclusion is drawn that there is a relationship between the rate of fertility
and the distribution of birth control
knowledge among various economic
levels.

,.

Only Forty-Nine Percent
Civilized

To ISELIN

in New Jersey the
New York World-Telegram
sends a staff writer who is permitted to
run up tolls on a solid column and a
half for the purpose of announcing
the prospective wedding of Margaret
Drennan and an old friend of the
family, a "huge, blue-eyed Irish
brakeman," Thomas McGovern, by
name.
The Drennan girl was acquitted a
day or two previously of the murder
of Paul Reeves, by whom she had
become pregnant as a result of an
adventure in an automobile. When
she became aware of the fact that he

was a married man, she went to his
house and shot him. The jury pronounced her "Not Guilty." Enters
the New York staff writer. When
you wonder at times why European
observers of the American scene call
us only half civilized, contemplate for
a minute what the World-Telegram
thought worth printing for the delectation of its readers as the after-math
of this slaying and acquittal. " Tm
not going to marry anyone,' the girl
insisted. Tm never going to marry.
I'm going to be an old maid.'" (Consider all the circumstances and then
catch the quaint and delicate humor
of "old maid.") The report then
continues: "She was smiling. So was
her mother. So was McGovern." Follows this dialogue between reporter
and Miss Drennan:
"But I'm not going to marry anybody-ever."
"Even if a nice young man came
along?"
"Yes, even if a nice young man
came along."
"What will you do with the baby ?"
"I suppose I will keep the baby.
After all, it will be mine."
McGovern interrupted:
"Yes, she certainly will keep the
baby."
The religious motive next comes
to the front. The huge, blue-eyed
Irish brakeman is again speaking:
"God will only know what I've gone
through. I said my Rosary. I've ma.~e
novenas. I've even bought medals ..
He fished inside his white hirt
and brought out two tiny sil er
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medals which hung around his neck
on slender strings.
"I paid $27 for these and had
them blessed for Margaret," he said.
The Drennan woman herself maintains that she had worn out sixteen
rosaries; McGovern said he wore out
three, praying, and he continues:
"And let me tell you one thing.
When that baby comes Margaret is
going to have the best hospital care
there is. I don't want her to suffer
any more than she has. I'm going to
spend the rest of my life making her
happy."
Now, the sad thing is not that
there is an American plebs whose
thought patterns run into such forms ;
we have known that a long time. But
to_ cons_ider that a metropolitan daily
will think so ill of its reading clientele as to print seven sticks full of
such garbage-isn't it tragic?

'

America's Safety

QN

Thanksgiving Day Robert
Worth Bingham, our ambassador to Great Britain, returned to this
country and gave utterance to the
Thanksgiving sentiment "We ought
~o th ank God every day' that we live
in th e United States because it is the
safest and the best place to live."
These are words to warm one's heart
but probably Mr. Bingham had no~
read an address delivered two weeks
~~fore by J. Edgar Hoover. Being
trector of the Federal Bureau of Inestigation, Mr. Hoover is an au-

7

thority on crime, and accordingly his
statements on that subject deserve the
most serious attention. He estimates
that "crime's standing army in
America" consists of over 4,300,000
thieves, murderers and rapists. Crime
is not on the decrease but is decidedly
increasing. 1,333,526 major crimes
were committed in 1936, and the
total for 193 7 will be distinctly
larger, with more murders, robberies,
burglaries, larcenies, and especially
sex crimes. Over 18 per cent of present-day crime is being committed by
persons under 21 years of age. In
view of these facts, Hoover may well
say, "We are at a crisis in the matter
of crime. The question arises whether
society shall control the criminals, or
whether the criminals shall control
society.''
Mr. Hoover then puts the finger on
various factors that encourage and
abet crime. There are the lawyer
criminals who are in more or less
open partnership with the enemies of
society, protecting them against the
just punishment for their deeds and
fattening on their spoils. There are
the venal politicians who are in alliance with influential criminals.
There are the maudlin sentimentalists and the "cream-puff school"
criminologists who make it their
business to let convicted criminals
loose again on society as soon as possible by way of pardon or parole. Of
13,519 criminals regarded by the Bureau of Investigation as the most vicious in the country, 30 per cent have
been recipients of clemency not only
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once, but, in many cases, six, seven,
eight, nine and ten times. As further
factors in the crime scene are mentioned the prevalence of unpunished
perjury in our courts and the lack
of discipline in many homes. Appalling, indeed, is the situation that faces
America!
Mr. Bingham, when he proclaimed
the United States "the safest place to
live," must have been thinking only
of enemies beyond our borders.

'

Aggressive Atheism
RECENTLY an advertisement appeared at Yakima, Washington,
in which the American Association
for the Advancement of Atheism offered to pupils of high schools and
junior colleges of Yakima County a
first prize of fifty dollars, a second
prize of twenty-five dollars and five
additional prizes of five dollars each
for the best essays on "The Folly and
Futility of Christianity." The offer
was accompanied by the following
notice:
"In order to promote tolerance and
a broad-minded attitude toward religious questions, the American Association for the Advancement of
Atheism is offering prizes for the best
literary exposition of arguments
against the Christian religion. Volumes are written and spoken daily in
favor of this religion. It has never
occurred to many persons that there
may be another side to the question.
"If the Christian religion is what

its proponents claim for it, it should
welcome the most searching and studious investigation into its past, its
present set-up, and its possibilities for
the future. If it can't stand such an
investigation, it is unworthy of the
support given it."
We cannot get very much excited
about the A.A.A.A.'s campaign. Infidelism has for so many years frantically and vainly beaten its head
against the wall of divine truth. The
appeal to the Yakima County youth
is rather amusing since it is designed
"to promote tolerance and a broadminded attitude toward religious
questions" and then tolerantly and
broad-mindedly proposes the topic :
"The Folly and Futility of Christianity." It is also a rather startling
suggestion that the Christian religion "should welcome the most
searching and studious investigation ·
into its past, its present set-up, and
its possibilities for the future" from
high school pupils and junior college
students. Perhaps we are supposed
to tremble because of the "searching
and studious investigation" made ~y
some high-school sophomore. Of this
harrowing campaign it may be said:
He that sitteth in the heavens shall
laugh; the Lord shall have them in
derision.

'

Who Mirrors Washington?
wise men who can un·
T OrollTHE
the scroll of the years and
after twenty-seven centuries tell exact·
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ly where a man named Isaiah stopped
writing and another named DeuteroIsaiah began, we commend a recent
phenomenon in the business of writing books. One and the same man
has completed two books this year
which are about as different from
each other as two books can possibly
be. The first, The Education of Hyman Kaplan by Leonard Ross was reviewed in these columns several
months ago. The other, The Washington Correspondents by Leo. C.
Rosten (his true name) will be reviewed shortly. The former volume is
hilarious humor; the latter is a scholarly, sober study of the men who convey the news from the nerve-center
of our national life. To critics who
insist that a given author has only
o?e style and approach, easily recognizable after one of his works has
been studied, Mr. Rosten's achievement may well give pause.
. Mr. Rosten's study of the Washington correspondents is undoubted~y. on: of the most important inqumes into the realities of American journalism ever published. One
~undr:? and twenty-seven journaltsts ~ooperated with him by replying
to his questions. When one remem~ers that assignment to the Washington corps is one of the choicest
plums within the reach of the Ameri-
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can reporter, some of the opinions
expressed by these men, the cream
of American newspapermen, become
extraordinarily significant. Only 9.4
per cent attend church regularly. They
are almost unanimous in their admiration of the New Yo rk Times as an
example of what a newspaper should
be. 86.6 per cent felt that "comparatively few newspapers give significant
accounts of our basic economic conflicts." Almost unanimously they
chose the Hearst papers and the Chicago Tribune as the "least fair and
reliable" in the country. 60 per cent
thought that they sensed the policy
of their papers and slanted their
stories accordingly.
Altogether, Mr. Rosten's study
leaves one uneasy concerning the
purity of our sources of news and
opinion. Perhaps there is some connection between this partisanship in
the reporting of national affairs and
the growing tendency of public men
to rely on the radio as a means of
direct contact with the American
public. It is, of course, idle to demand
that the Washington correspondents
will be immune from all political and
social influences. But, in view of
Mr. Rosten' s revelations, is it too
much to expect that thoughtful readers should always be conscious of the
bias of their favorite newspaper?

Whirring machinery drowns the howl of the
lonely coyote as man makes another attempt
to control two great A merican rivers.

FORT PECK

o

0

0

Megalomania on the Prairie
By

ALFRED KLAUSLER

LAIN dirt is hardly very dramatic, mud even less so. At
Fort Peck, Montana, the world's
largest earthen dam is being filled
in between the barren hills edging
the Missouri River. When one thinks
of Grand Coulee or Boulder one sees
and hears the crash of cement down
long steel pipes, putteed engineers
waving rolls of blue-prints and giving crisp orders, workers like pygmies sweating in the shadow of huge
granite mountains. But Fort Peck
Dam is being built of dirt, earth-fill,
and gravel near the Canadian border
on the sluggish and treacherous Missouri. It is in a region where temperatures drop to 63 degrees below zero
and soar to 120 degrees above zero.
Cement has romance in its very
core. Cement is almost America. But
100,000,000 cubic yards of earthfill, pumped by dredge pumps or
hauled by careening trucks, simply
leave a person unmoved. Not until
one has wandered around the dam,

P

dodged the immense hurtling trucks,
heard the roar of mud and water
pouring out of pipe lines into the
dam area, seen from a high point
the two-mile reach of the dam, not
until then does the drama of this dam
crystallize itself. There is the lazily
curling Missouri backing against the
dam, licking at the gravel toe, .the~
climbing higher, higher until it
must be halted by the steel crest
wall. There will be a reservoir of
19,500,000 acre-feet of water, enough
to float the entire American fleet.
In this barren area where monsters of
nightmare proportions wandered,
where now wild cats spit and wolv_es
howl on clear cold nights there will
be a lake with a shore line of 185
miles.
Because the Missouri River varies
in height between 16 to 38 feet ac·
cording to weather conditions, flo~d
control engineers down on the Mis·
sissippi could never tell exactly what
"Old Father" would do when the
10
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Big Muddy emptied into him.
Droughts and abnormal rainfall or
sudden melting of snow in the Rocky
Mountains would twist up the most
careful calculations. In addition engineers plan to deepen the Missouri
channel to 8 feet which will permit
an annual freight movement totalling
12,000,000 tons along the river. In
order to keep the channel at an 8
foot level and to control the flood
crest of the Mississippi, the Missouri
is being checked at Fort Peck at a
cost that will eventually run to
$90,000,000. When low water occurs
in the Missouri channel below Sioux
City engineers at Fort Peck will tap
the Fort Peck reservoir and release
enough water to permit barges to
move from New Orleans to Sioux
City.
The dam is being built in a region
of the United States that is almost the
prototype of Siberia or the veldt of
South Africa. One travels across immense sweeps of land broken here
and there by sudden eruptions of
g~ay shale or red scoria buttes. The
hig~way stretches ahead tautly like
an interminable black thread. On hot
summer days heat fronds shimmer
and dance across the prairie. The
sun, a bright, chromium disc wheels
~round the sky and falls ;uddenly
1
~to the western horizon. Stars at
~ight s~em heavy and burning. Headghts Jab the darkness as the high':ay unravels under the humming
tires. Sometimes it curls around a
Badland butte or drops into a creek
bottom where a few stunted cedar
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and cottonwood trees are hunched
together.
Summer or winter, whirling along
the highway in this region through
the darkness, one sees at intervals a
faint light glowing far off the road.
It's a homestead shack, a sod-hut.
One knows, instinctively, that the
house has no paint and around it
there is rusting machinery with a
dilapidated combine towering over
the accumulated debris of years of
failure. Here's where the Fort Peck
worker might come from. He also
comes from Birmingham, Alabama,
Blue Earth, Minnesota, Bennington,
Vermont, and Salina, Kansas.
Along the highway on the way to
the dam one passes trucks or pick-ups
loaded down with families, a dog, a
bird cage, dishpans, tubs, bedsprings
and mattresses, clothes squeezed into
cheap brass-bound trunks. Some of
the trucks will stop at Fort Peck,
their occupants eagerly looking for
work. Most of the trucks will wheeze
along the highway to the Northwest.

The Town
The town of Fort Peck lies sombrely on a hill loverlooking the project. The engineers' homes, the barracks, recreation hall, and church are
all built of cedar siding. They are
stained to merge into the musty
brown region of drought and treeless
expanses. Filling stations, garages,
beauty parlors, and restaurants have
a decorous, governmental beauty.
Neon lights flicker apologetically
against the cedar background.
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Those who live m Fort Peck are
the ones who plan and direct the
construction of the dam. They are the
aristocrats. They have running water
( down below it costs one cent per
gallon) , electric lights ( down below
you're lucky to have a good kerosene
lamp), draughtless homes. Down below, pushed and crimped against the
hillsides along the river banks are
the towns Wheeler, New Deal, Park
Grove, Midway, some still alive,
others already ghost towns. First
there were about 7200 workers and
their families living in these villages.
The population during this year has
dropped 3200.
At present the boom days are memories. Today along the main streets
of Wheeler or New Deal one sees
vacant furniture stores, their windows
draped with crumpled brown wrapping paper. The boardwalks are
warped and tottering. Dozens of
shacks, left by migrating or fired
workers, are empty. Signs are hung in
the post office:
HOUSES BOUGHT & SOLD
CHEAP
MOVED ANYWHERE

In summer these shacks are hot
and airless unless the front door is
kept open. In winter the shackdweller must make a hurried shopping trip to the Gamble store for tar
paper which is hastily nailed over the
widening cracks.
In winter the streets of these towns
are frozen corduroy of clay and plain
mud. After a summer rain they sud-

denly turn into a quivering area of
mud across which cars swerve madly
as they gradually sink deeper into the
tan ooze.
When the hot July and August
days beat down on the shack villages
there are swarms of flies around the
festering garbage piles. Laundry
droops from sagging clothes lines
hung between the shack and the out•
house. In winter the garbage heap is
a vivid mass of refuse, tin cans with
bright blue and red and yellow wrap·
pers. The laundry is gray and flaps
from clothes lines stretching down
endless vistas of backyards filled with
woodpiles, battered or wrecked cars,
bedsprings, and the inevitable garbage.
At night time the poolhalls and
beer parlors are filled with men and
women packed together in a steam·
ing mass desperately hunting for
companionship and relief from the
drive and pressure of work. The
rooms pulsate with a smell of alcohol, sweat, and smoke. The din seems
to be absorbed by the mass of odor.
The laughter is nervous and frayed.
There are sudden bursts of laughter
and sudden strained silences. The or·
chestra may be a man at a piano, a
radio blaring, or a mouth organ and
guitar duo. The dancers stare vacu·
ously ahead or hold a glass of beer
precariously in one hand as they ~ttempt to guide their swaying bodies
sideways or forward. No one is s_at·
isfied. Tomorrow the grind begins
again, slogging work in trenches or
an eight-hour stretch of jolting on
a caterpillar or a gravel truck.
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Fort Peck Portraits

Bill Ojterud., Catskinner
"Sure, I know Wheeler's tough,
so's Park Grove and whatever's left
of the other joints. What d'you expect? Go down Washington Avenue
in Minneapolis or Montana, in Billings, why, we' re tame and decent
compared to them," Bill Ofterud informs one with an injured air.
"Here today, gone tomorrow.
That's what all this is. Only the
dam'll be left. I seen a movie about
aviators in the war and they drank
champagne and all that before the
take-off. It's just like that here only
we come back alive. But we don't
know from one shift to the next one
day to the next where we•ii be.
Right now they might be easing me
out for all I know. I keep quiet.
That s the safest every time."
He was sitting in the main room
of his shack. The other room was a
large packing box pushed against the
rear door. His mother sat near the
st0v~ in her rocking chair. She was
se.wing soles on a pair of shabby
slippers. Her eyes were bad and she
had to hold the shoe bottom close to
her face.
"Bill works hard," she said. "He's
a good boy. He was no good as a
fa:mer. But then nobody can farm in
this country."
':fhe Ofterud family migrated from
Wisconsin to Scobey Montana in
'
b1909. when the homestead
fever ' was
f urnmg high. In all the years of their
arming they had two crops. The rest
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of the 23 years of farming was a
total failure. Finally the Ofteruds let
the bank take the farm and they
moved into town. The father died.
The four oldest boys left home. Bill
was the only boy who stayed. He
was the youngest. He picked up the
rudiments of caterpillar driving at
the local garage.
"Bill's a good boy. He don't go to
church. That's true enough. I wish
he would. Why don't you, Bill?"
Bill smoked his cigarettes rapidly.
He stared at the stove. "The preacher
here tried to rope me in. We argued
for two hours and he didn't get to
first base with me. What did he know
about bouncing around on a cat until
your insides nearly fall out?" He
laughed harshly. "This is no place
for religion."
"Bill!"
"Well, it ain't: You got churches
where people will be ten years from
now. This is just a stopping over
place. Tomorrow or next year I'll be
catskinning some place else and
Wheeler and New Deal will be plain
zero on the map."
"Bill's always taken good care of
me. I'm not worried. This house is
warm. We got plenty to eat. Bill
earns good pay and I got all my belongings here." The shabby and sagging furniture was cramped into the
corners .reaching almost to the middle
of the room.
"What if I get married?" He
glanced quickly at his mother. There
was a sardonic twist in his voice.
"Pshaw! Bill won't." She re-
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threaded the string m the darning
needle. "You got me, your old
mother."
"That's the trouble. I get 15 0 a
month but I don't know how long
it'll last. So I have my little fling on
payday and let maw put me to bed
in the morning."
"Bill! Don't talk like that!"
"Sure! I won't. But it's better'n
farming any day. Ain't it, maw?"

Mr. and Mrs. Bud Welsh
On this day Bud Welsh was holding Gordon, age 4, whose arm had
been burned by scalding water. Yesterday while Bud was helping his
wife with the family washing, he
emptied the tubs. While his back
was turned Gordon stumbled against
a bucket filled with steaming wash
water. His arm plunged into the
pail. Today the child whimpered
with pain. The bandages on the arm
were greasy and dirty. Henry, age 2,
was teasing Gordon.
Louise, Mrs. Bud Welsh, looked
haggard and tired. At one time in a
quiet way she had been beautiful.
She came from Memphis with a carnival. Her parents had been Tennessee sharecroppers. To escape she
joined the show. She hated the uncertain carnival life. While the carnival was pitched at Wheeler she
met Bud. It didn't take much persuading on his part to make her quit
the show.
When she met him he was still
a gearjammer. But she worried con-

stantly about the risks he faced while
on the job. That was when trucks
careened madly after each other hauling gravel for the earth-fill or the toe
of the dam. After she nagged him
enough, Bud got a job in the garage
as a mechanic. At least here there
was no danger of a smash-up. He
also had the chance to meet the engineers whose cars he greased.
"Nice fellows, those engineers.
Everyone a gentleman. They' re from
the south and they' re all West Point
men." He sighed. "They treat a person mighty decent. I guess they can
all right. They don't have nothing
to worry about-lay-offs, joining the
union, kids, or all that. If I had
to do it all over again, I'd go through
high school and put a little pressure
on some senator to get into West
Point. Now I'm just a mechanic.
When this job blows up, I blow
up." His youth seemed to disappear
under the weight of accumulated
worries. "You can't save money because the minute you do they start
easing you out. They' re mighty clever
here. Sure, sometimes I worry about
the future. It's money." His wife
laughed hesitantly, a bit uncertainly,
and twisted her hands in her apron.
"Sometimes nights when I'm under a
truck looking up at the innards I
start to thinking and can't find the
answer. I wish then I'd have stuck
on my homestead. It wasn't much but
Dad had the taxes paid and I guess
we could of pulled through the
drought years." As an afterthought
he added, "I guess nobody knows the
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answer, do they?" He shook his head.
"That's what you think about the
homestead, Bud." She thought of the
bitter days on the Tennessee acres.
Gordon started whimpering. She
took him on her lap. "You better
grab a meal. You go on in threequarters of an hour."
"So I do!" He jumped up from
the cot on which he had sprawled
himself and went to the kitchen table.
The worries he had were forgotten.
He wolfed down his food with washings of black coffee. He winked at
his wife over the poised cup. "Tomorrow's pay day."
She hardly heard him. She continued to rock the whimpering boy.
Her eyes were tired. Her permanent wave was a straggly mess. Her
beauty had drained away. She stared
past Bud's head unseeing.

The Corner Filling Station
It was a chilly day. Men waiting
for the bus to take them to work
crowded into the small room of the
filling station to catch warmth from
the old cannonball stove. Outside
s?ow flurries looking like eddies of
rice pebbles rolled down the corrug~ted street. Gust Lindberg, filling
sta~10n proprietor, was at the pump
~llmg the tank of a car. The men
tn the station studied the car and
its occupants glumly. The car was
loaded down with mattresses chicken
cages, ragged bedding, and 'battered
household equipment.
When Gust came in some one
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said, ''There goes another customer,
Gust."
Lindberg rang up the money in the
cash register. He lit a cigarette. He
was a middle-aged man, kindly eyes
behind thick lenses. "They' re going
west. He's been laid off."
"They' 11 never make it in that
crate."
Gust shrugged his shoulders.
"They'll be sorry they ever left. This
country always comes back. Now
with the dam here we' 11 have moisture. They could of stuck it out.
The weather cycle is turning." With
a total disregard of logic he rambles
on in a soft guttural voice. His eyes
seem to glow behind the lenses. They
try to capture a vision. One sees the
dun hills lush with forests, the arroyos, now so barren of everything
except rattlers and coyotes, blooming
with cottages and rose gardens.
"It used to be different I tell you.
There was nothing to turning over
four sections and getting 30,000
bushels. That's something when
wheat's a dollar. I've seen farmers
in the fall sitting around a poker
table and there was anywhere from
four to six thousand dollars stacked
up. Yes sir." He spoke these words,
not as though expecting a challenge
but as uttering an ancient fact, a
symbol of a better day long past.
It was a creed one recited at stated
intervals. "Back in '13 I went to visit
the folks in Minnesota. They thought
I was crazy to live here in Montana.
They wanted me to stay and would
of set me up in farming. Southern
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"That's the way umer t lke ," a
voice said from a dark corner.
There was a moment of uncomfortable rustling in the filling st tion. The ghost of Henry Turner,
tunnel worker, pervaded the room
like a damp chill. Turner had worked
in one of the diversion tunnels. He
caught gas-pneumonia and died in
the Glasgow hospital. "He wasn't the
only one," the voice continued. 'They
carried 'em out of the hospital like
so much cordwood. "
"That's what you say."
" I saw it with my own eyes."
' I'll bet." There was scorn in
Lindberg's voice coupled with fear.
These skeletons dare not hover above
his land. "Just as many get killed
in cars." Before the old argument
could finish its stated course the bus
arrived. The workers piled out of
the room.
The proprietor leaned over his cash
register watching the drift of the
smoke from his cigarette. "They' re
all drifters. Let 'em get married and
have responsibilities. It'll be a different song. Those who got wife
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urface ro pe t of Fort Peck
uo r m tic.
ar aret Bourkebite tried to m ke it dramatic by
usin
orker pos d against keroene-lam p illuminated bars. They are
ery bitter about her at Fort Peck
and the pictures she published in a
national magazine. They thought at
fir t the whole procedure a hu~e
joke. Let the lady take pictures. This
is the West. Sure, there were kids in
the saloon pictures, but you can't ex·
pect to leave the kids alone in the
shacks. Those shacks are matchboxes
and can go up in the bat of an erelash. That's why they take the kids
along to the dances in the beer joints.
There's no other place to keep them.
You tell her, they anxiously tell the
friendly outsider, that she's a fake.
The next time she comes we'll take
her over the bumps and show her
Fort Peck.
Stand on a butte on a late fall after·
noon when there is a slow rain falling and the mists are dropping into
the canyons, watch the distant
dredges pushing upstream, catch
glimpses of the curled Missouri push·
ing against the dam, then ~ne
catches the drama of the project. Five
years ago cowboys rode herd here or
farmers pushed tractors down the
endless furrow, their tractor spot·
lights jabbing the night, _in the road
h

Januar
rush and frenzy to get in the crop.
Today a new age i pushjng it elf
insistently into the country.
landers and Californian
s arm
around the dam. Perhaps there is no
positive goal for all the digging and
planning, perhaps the dam ill be a
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mon ter e raying both the country
and it elf, a tax juggernaut rolling
ominously through the taxpayers'
dream . Just no
everal thousand
human beings are squatted in this
northern barrenness planning, building, dreaming.

* * *
Road Sense
Lucio, commenting in the M anchester Guardian on H. W.
Nevinson's statement: "Modern roads are destroying the English countryside, and queer stuff called modern poetry is destroying English literature," delivers himself of this:
Though modern odes and modern roads are heading for destruction,
A notable distinction may be drawn 'tween each production;
Whatever other faults it shows, one claim does not ring hollowThe modern road can beat the ode for easiness to follow.
For straight and clear the roads appear ; their tenor and direction
Are free from twist and can't be missed on even brief inspection;
Which is not so, as well we know, with verse as now constructed
Where word and phrase in devious ways are dubiously conducted.
In straightest style and free from guile the highway now advances;
The modern code demands a road that takes no puzzling chances.
But verse, you see, runs fancy free in channels vague and formless;
Its final scheme is apt to seem distinctly gauche and gormless.
So don't bombard the road too hard and leave it full of shot holes;
It is not like the verse we read all strewn with twists and pot-holes.
Unlike the fare the bards pre;are, one tribute still seems owingRemember, please, it does not tease; you can tell where it's going.
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"A ll the tmmpets sounded
fo r him on the other side"
P ILGRIM'S

PROGRESS

Call Home the Heart

§ URELY

now at year's end the
Pilgrim's motto is illumined by
the universal momentary awareness
of the passing of time. . . . Pilgrims
we are, members of a pilgrim people,
whom God gives marks along the
way beside which we may take pause
for a moment and reflect. . . . Such a
milestone in our journey is New
Year's Eve 1937 . . . . Tonight we
know again that man is always a
traveler and that the winding road
is ever a symbol of his life. . . .
Though year beyond year towers dark
a voice from long ago sounds clear
and true: "Strangers and pilgrims"

ha ' no continuing city." ...
tr n m n and omen in the
re tho
hose life is a conear
e-men and
horn the sense of being
tran er in the earth
i mo t i id. . . . heirs is the Godi n power to ee the temporal in its
true etting of the timeless .... They
alone do not become citizens of this
world, and they alone know that they
mu t work hile it is day, ere the
night cometh when no man can work.
. . . For them alone life is the tentative trumpet wh ich fi nds its last meaning only in the matin choir on the
other side . . . .
Now at yea r's end we inquire again
concerning our needs fo r the wa.y
which lies before . . . . It is the ultimate wisdom to know that the things
we actually need are very few-but
they are very great. .. . "Now abideth
faith, hope, charity, these three.": • ·
Without them we have no glorious
past, no blessed memory, no sure
future, and no eternal destiny. • · ·
Perhaps it is the tenderness of God
that places Christmas and year's end
so near to each other. . . . We go
into the hidden year in the light ?f
the serried ranks of angelic choirs
singing of hope and forgiveness and
joy. . . . It may be a heavy world
tonight-black, outworn, and hoped
less-but the flaming ways of Go
are as near and clear as they were on
that first Holy Night. ... The angels
did not go away forever. . . . We
walk with them unawares, and a
pierced Hand lies in ours .. . . T heirs,
18
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ours, and His is the great companionship of solitude and the arm oice
of silence....
With Him life can ne er become
too tame or too terrifying. . . . He
brings courage and adventure, and
takes away the fear of the secret
years. . . . When men say that the
future is uncertain they forget that
there are more futures than one, and
some are very certain. . . . One of
whose coming we can be sure is the
end of our pilgrimage-ten, or thirty,
or fifty years away .... God's grace
will be strong then and the end will
be like the lighting of a candle in a
holy place. . . . Nothing uncertain
and fearsome there .... There is another future which also holds no
fear .... That is today and some of
tomorrow-the steps which lie just
ahead .... \Ve know what we must
do today and tomorrow and we have
no great fear that we' shall not be
able to carry on until sunset. . . . But
all the days that lie between these
two futures ? . . . They are full of
darkness and perilous bridges and
rough ~eather. . . . They are heaped
black with foreboding. . . . And for
th ese-above all else in life-we need
H'im Who knows the way and is the
Way · · · Lord and Leader Friend
a;d _End, He alone can m'ake our
pt gnmage a prelude in the same
~ey as the trumpets on the other
side· · · • Th e p·1
. b'd
1 grim
1 s you Godspeed to the next milestone-and beyond· · · · Beyond the last milestone
~here is only the glory of His redeeming Presence. . . .
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Pag Mr. Barnum
HE
these lines reach our
readers, another Old Gold
contest will ha e passed into the annal of the world's inanities. . . .
We are still dizzy from the last one.
... The P. Lorillard Company, whose
Old Gold cigarettes were lagging behind the other standard brands in
sales last year, hit on the idea of
setting people to solving picture puzzles for 200,000 in prizes .... Five
million people responded, canny men
and women sold guaranteed answers,
and when the smoke cleared away,
54,000 had a perfect score .... There
was consternation at the Lorillard offices as after two more elimination
contests and amid rising hysteria,
there were still 8,100 perfect scores.
... In despair the judges awarded the
thousand prizes, ranging from
$100,000 to $10, on the basis of letters which described the blessings of
the contest. . . . The final winners
had a beautiful geographical, sex,
and class distribution. . . .
That is the story. . . . The cream
of the jest, according to a letter in
The Nation, "lies in the cleverness of
the promoters in getting the public
not only to pay the entire cost of the
enterprise but to fatten the company's bank account appreciably."
. . . Each contestant turned in three
wrappers with each group of answers
or forty-five wrappers in all. . . .
Setting the number of earnest contestants at two million, their investment in the scheme was approxi-
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Book and Such
CE upon a time we lived and
worked with men who, in the
pursuit of the scant rewards of scholarship, had followed some elusive
wisp of knowledge into the mausoleum of the past known as the British
Museum. . . . Its great rotund room
lined with books under a vast dome
and marked "For Readers Only" is
undoubtedly the most famous reading
room in the world. . . . About the
walls are forty-six miles of books.
... Since its opening in 1857 Matthew Arnold, Ruskin, Carlyle, Browning, Swinburne, Macaulay, Dickens,
Thackeray, Kropotkin, Lenin, Trotsky, and Karl Marx have sat at some
of the 450 desks and sent out
thoughts to charm or shake the
world ....
We are happy to see that a recent
volume by Mr. J. Penn, "For Readers
Only," has brought the reading room
of the Museum into public notice.
. . . It is undoubtedly far more important than all the crying in the
loud marketplaces of man . . . . We
like especially Mr. Penn's speculation
concerning its current occupants: "For

0

, there may be someone in
riti h
u um at this moment
thinkin thought that will alter and
influ nee others for ages to come.
hen I r icw the people who have
r ad here, I realize that some were
th n pot ntial odd figures unconsciou that their ideas, generated in
the Reading Room, would start
world movements. It may be the circular shape of the room and the dome
that compels men's minds toward the
cosmic, globe movements, international rather than national, allembracing, religious, humanitarian."
. . . Something to that. . . .
In a recent issue of the Saturday
Review Mr. Thomas H. Uzzell sets
his hand to an analysis of the romantic
best sellers of the last two generations . . . . From a list compiled by
Mr. Edward A. Weeks he selects the
sixty-one novels which have sold
half-a-million or more copies .. • ·
Twenty-nine of these come within 0e
scope of his inquiry as "romantic
best sellers"-from Trilby through
The Trail of the Lonesome Pine to
Gone with the Wind . ... Mr. Uzzell
finds that, allowing for minor va_riations the lowest common denominator i~ all twenty-nine lies in the following three points:
.
"1. A suitor who has a good income and is socially acceptable to the
heroine's family and friends, esRecially the latter. This insures security
and flattery.
"2. A chivalrous courtship free
from sexual demands. The male
stooge who plays this part is success-
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fol in the degree that he is a protector The Trail of the Lonesome Pine ..... .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John Fox
and giver of presents (paternal) and,
in important crises, helpless and de- The Rosary ............ Florence Barclay
The
inning of Barbara Worth ..... .
pendent (child )-manageable, in a
................ Harold Bell Wright
word. These qualities in the hero The Harvester ...... Gene Stratton-Porter
alone make possible the fla or kno n The Eyes of the World .......... ..
................ Harold Bell Wright
as sentimental in the popular roOf Human Bondage ............... .
mance.
. ............ W. Somerset Maugham
"3. A management of the narra- The Crisis ........... Winston Churchill
tive that rationalizes the maternal The Calling of D an Matthews ...... . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Harold Bell Wright
element in a woman's love as selfWhen
a Man's A Man ............. .
sacrifice, charity, physical courage, or
................ Harold Bell Wright
some other form of pseudo-nobility. Man of the Forest ........... Zane Grey
The story must be saturated in a re- Main Street ..... ........ Sinclair Lewis
ligion of the feelings which lifts ani- If Winter Comes ... A. S. M. Hutchinson
mal indulgence to a spiritual triumph The Mysterious Rider ........ Zane Grey
and substitutes sentiment for sanity." Anthony Adverse ......... Hervey Allen
Gone with the Wind .. Margaret Mitchell
. Mr. Uzzell's analysis is a part of
his forthcoming book Writing as a
Career . ... Perhaps Mr. Weeks' list
of the romantic best-sellers of the
past tw_o generations will bring warm Vice and Virtue
memories of other days to some of
HE ancient contrast between vice
our readers :
and virtue has been presented
by many hands under many guises.
Romantic Best Sellers
... Although the most widely known
Novels Selling Half-a-Million or
is "black and white," the sacred recMore Copies
ord uses a far more beautiful figTrilby
s0 Id• · · · · · · · · · · · • •George Du Maun.er ure-" as scarlet-as snow.'' . . . Lateters of Fortune .... , .......... .
ly, however we encountered another
R• ·h · ·· ·· · · · · · •Richard Harding Dav.is
metaphor for the old distinction in
J tc. ar <l Carvel· • • .... Winston Churchill
;ni;; Meredith• .... Paul Leicester Ford
the words of a wise man, now too
ave and To Hold .... Mary Johnston
long dead, who seems to speak to our
Goraustark
G
B
Th
. : · · · · eorge arr McCutcheon
age
with singular prescience. . . .
1 e Virginian ............ Owen Wister After all, he said, vice is very much
M:ende~ and Old lace .... Mrytle Reed
like checkers. . . . All the moves are
· Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch ....
Th. · i: · ·· · · · ·· · · · ••.Alice Hegan Rice
known and named and all the come ittle Shepherd of Kingdom Come
binations have long since been tried .
Th. ....
c· · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ... John Fox ... It is like the game children play
e trcular Staircase ............. .
Th.· i' · · ·······.Mary Roberts Rinehart where one puts an X in a corner and
e ast of the Plainsmen .... Zane Grey the other puts a circle in another,
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It i
much
er r only
imrnor l but
ther are many, many ay of being
irtuous .... In youth, it is true, the
possibilities of e il se m to b
ellnigh inexhaustible. . . . ach ellom move on the board seem to
be new and exciting. . . . Our o tar generation was typically adolescent in the way it clasped e il to
its breast and called it a new and
precious freed om. . . . One glance
into the pages of Petronius would
have persuaded them that they were
amateurs in evil who were far outdone by men and women who lived
before the Cross stood clear. . . .
That mood, the delight of a child
with a new toy, cannot last, either in
an individual or a generation. . . . It
is much better, by the power of God,
to try His chess .... It may be difficult at first, but the moves are unlimited, the mind and heart can be
more fully engaged, and the reward
is eternal. . . . When God directs
the moves, life becomes a lovely,
gracious thing. . . .
Checkers or chess-does it makes
any difference? . . . Some think not.
. . . In her last finished story Katherine Mansfield wrote: "Perhaps it
does not so much matter what one

Staff

End

time ago
e commented
briefly on the continuing madne s of the Baconian .... One of the
most articulate of the group who
belie e that hakespeare did not write
the plays usually attributed to him
is Mr. eorge Frisbee of San Francisco .... He bombards the Saturday
Review with caustic comment on
various trends in Shakespearean scholarship .... Now and then he turn~ to
other matters. . . . Thus, commentmg
recently on Professor Kittredge's dictum that the name "W riothesley"
must be pronounced "Riz-ly," Mr.
Frisbee writes:
Harvard's Kittredge is just an old grio·
thesley
His comments are pungent and siothesley
But I'm here with a bet
That the Prof. is all wet
When Wriothesley he gives us as Rizly.

What is Poetry? ... We imagine that
the question will still be debated when
Gabriel blows his trump. . . . Perhaps the wisest thing written in our
generation on the distinction between
poetry and verse comes from Mr.
Hilaire Belloc in The Cruise of the

Nona:

Jmmar
"For it is with po try
, •ith love
and with singing in tune. It i with
poetry as with the ense of r lity.
It is with poetry a
ith the t othache. Either you ha e it or you have
it not. Though there are de ree in
poetry, the boundary between it being and its not being is a harp as a
razor; on the one side is It and on
the other is nothingne s. By hich I
do not mean to say that poetry i only
found in certain violent stabs of emotion such as Shakespeare and Keats
can launch, for it often inhabit page
upon page . ... But I mean that in a
long flight or a short one, immediate or continuous-poetry is poetry
and not to be mistaken for anything
else. Charles Kingsley said to a woman, 'Madam, there is poetry and there
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"

hat are dollar , hat are dimes
hen all the bells are sounding chimes?
And what the revel and the feast
hen King are marching in the East?
The call to shine as other men
hen You light up the world again?
Come fold my hands upon the Why?
The finite, circumstantial I,
And furnish me with love to keep
Who kneel beside Your ox, Your
sheep."

* * *
A New Year's T bought
To go toward happiness
With tears of left-over sorrow,
And sing a new song
With the old still broken
On the lips ...
That is how the heart marches
From year to year
Which bears God's banner high.
HELEN MYRTIS LANGE

America reads pictures. T he astounding vogue of
the pict11re magazines deserves scrutiny. This review eyes them objectively-and somewhat coldly-

A Look
at LIFE and LOOK
By

ERIC

C. MALTE

T

HE first two magazines in this
country were born January,
1741, in the small city of
Philadelphia. The one was featured
by Andrew Bradford, the other by
Benjamin Franklin. Only three numhers appeared of Bradford's magazine,
the American or a Monthly View, and
only six of Franklin's the General
M agazine or Historical Chronicle. Before the end of that century at least
forty-five American magazines were
begun.
Since then thousands of magazines
have been brought into existence.
Some died because they deserved to
die; a few died prematurely because
they failed to receive the nurture due
them by the American public; others
continue to live-with or without warrant.
Among the many new magazines
which during the past two years have
crowded in confusion the newsstands
and added to the vexations of the

mail-carrier, the two picture magazines
Life and Look have enjoyed the
greatest success in circulation. Look,
originally a monthly but now appearing biweekly, reached a circulation of
over a million copies after three
months. The issue of October 26,
1937, reached the two million mark.
Life, after much preliminary pro·
motion which promised that it would
offer "the biggest and best package of
pictures which it is possible to pr?·
duce at a popular price," and amid
much journalistic fanfare, appeared on
November 23, 1936, with-so the
sponsors said-250,000 "charter"
subscribers. Produced each week by
the potent publishers of Time and
Fortune, Life reached a million sub·
scribers in its first four months, the
speed of its circulation climb h~ving been retarded only by the in·
ability of the printers to turn out
more copies. An experiment con·
ducted by the American News Com·
24
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pany in Worcester, Massachusetts, re- we can understand somewhat the
veals that Life has a potential circula- popularity of the picture periodicals.
tion of at least six million.
Then, too, the rapid improvements
What factors make such publishing made in photography and in printing
success possible? No doubt there are during the past twenty-five years have
several. Picture magazines are a cur- helped to make possible attractive
rent American vogue. In this we and alluring magazines with eyeAmericans are, for once, a few years appeal predominant. The great strides
behind the Europeans. Shortly after made in commercial photography and
the War, European editors discovered the current craze for candid camera
that these magazines were good in- shots help in furnishing publishers
vestments. Witness the high circula- with an ample supply of pictures of
tion reached by such magazines in interesting persons and scenes. And
Germany, France, Switzerland and the printers, goaded by the increasing
England. The peak of their popularity demand for speed and higher quality
was reached several years ago. The · in their field, have made many adwonder is that some alert American vances in their art. We are informed
publisher did not seize upon the idea that new and special presses were delong ago.
veloped for the printing of Life.
Picture magazines require but little
mental effort. When Lord NorthCorpses Wanted
cliffe started his Daily Mirror it was
said he had done so for those who
Another part of the success story of
cou~d not read, and when his Daily these magazines is that many of the
J:f-arl appeared, thinking men declared pictures present the bizarre, the grueit was published for those who could some, and the sensational. A certain
~ot think. No doubt this gives a par- element of the public always will be
tial explanation for the surprising suc- interested in the fantastic and ugly
ce~s of Life and Look. Any person and abnormal as distinct from the
with two eyes, or even with one eye, natural, the beautiful, and the norcan look at a picture with interest. If mal. "The imagination of man's heart
we remember that twenty-five per cent is evil from his youth" was said long
of the men enlisted in our army for ago. It is still true. Speaking of the
the War could neither read nor write
new craze for picture magazines,
if we recall that as late as ten years ag~ Harry Hansen, literary editor of the
cool statistics revealed that sixteen per Scripps-Howard Newspapers, said:
cent of our adult population, nearly "Just how candid are candid photo4,000,000, could neither read nor graphs going to get? It's hard telling.
:¥rite, and if we bear in mind that it ... The people who could be shocked
15 th
e nature of human nature to have passed out thirty years ago. A genera0th ers think for us much of the time
tion inured to reports of bombings

'

I,
man. The next
22 Most Power-

o mo or r
- · 11, th t
fore it
up.',.
ei Re public of
r h 2
characteriz a r cent i ue of Look
a "combin tion morgue and ime
mu eum on paper" and ad
" e
can think of no rea on hy Look
should not go to a circulation of ten
million-if the supply of corp es
holds out and people don't get tired
of looking at them." Charles . Danver writing his "Pittsburghe que"
column for the Pittsburgh PostGazette for October 6 record that
"going to the morgue after the party
or the dance has become quite the
thing with some groups of the
younger set these days. Coroners report an increasing number of midnight visitors of tender years in
tuxedos and evening gowns. A thrill
to top off the evening's dancing."
And to reach this class in our generation of thrill-crazed men and women
some editors will throw virtue and
good sense out of the window and
emphasize the sensational, the gruesome, and often the salacious.

One Issue
A single issue of Look tells the
story better than any critic. Its October 12 issue, for example, has a
color cover depicting an artist drawing a bathing beauty. Page three offers
three pictures of Stephen Cartright,

n in h
' rl ." A picture of
ro l} nching " ith all the gory
ail • c ntu t
occupie most of
p c on
e si . "How a Girl
Jum d · rty F t to Win a Bet"
rin thr
hot of is Klara Roby
ho jump d in udape t, Hungary.
n follow two pages of pictures
ho ing
p rachute jumper photoraphin him elf. On page 14 "Confidentially" re eal pictures of twelve
ne worthy person with accompanying captions noted for their innocuous
banality. "The an Who Eats Fire"
performs for you on the next page.
ix page of "Life on the Farm" bring
such rural revelations as the following: "Farm life i hard. Work begins
at daylight and lasts until dark, or
after.'' A full page picture of a young
chimpanzee sucking a bottle of milk
is placed opposite a full page picture
of a human baby-with full directions
for feeding both. Of course we had
to have a few pictures, sooner or later,
of the Ubangi women with their distended lips. \V'ell, we have them on
page 29. Do you know how to have
a beautiful back? Turn to page 35
and you will learn the secret. Doubt·
less pages 36 and 37 alone are worth
the price of the entire magazine for
some timid young women, for these
pages show ten pictures and give full
directions on "How to Get a Man to
Pop the Question.'' Here is a prize
caption under one of the pictures:
"Borrow the neighbor's baby and let
the man-you'd-like for a husband see

th

Januar
how expert you are at caring for children. Be sure that the baby i cute,
healthy and good-natured." Hollywood and its actres e come in for
their share of pictures on page 3 to
43 where the life history of orma
Shearer is unfolded. Picture of deformed people always attract attention
and arouse sympathy, and so e have
five on "Curing Club Feet." The final
page shows a bull go ring a man and
asks the very important question: "Do
you know how a bull can kill a spectator at a bullfight without leaving the
ring? . . . The next issue of Look
wi_ll bring you the dramatic story of
this cruel pastime in which the central figure is Death. Don't miss it."

Somewhat Better
Bu~ what about Life? Life is far
superior to Look both in form and
in content. While Look confines itself ch_iefly to "features," Life is busy
recording for the eye the events of
current interest and controversy. The
last issue we have at hand numbers
~32 pages in 14 inches by 10-1/s
mches format. The pictures are
grouped and edited to tell their story
of our turbulent times under the following heads: The Week's Events, the
Photographic Essay, Science & Industry, Art, Sport, Movies, Other Departments. Under the latter head we
find ~etters to the Editor, Speaking
PICtures, People, Private Lives,
1
f_e Goes to a Party, Pictures to the
Editors, and an Index.
We confess that Life's pictures
have helped us to understand better

t
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hat h s been oing on in the world
during the past year. That it has able
e itors and excellent photographers
no one ould deny. Approximately
10,000 pictures ere used in the first
year and its editors report that
600 000 other pictures were considered and discarded. The accompanying captions ha e clarity and force.
Some of the issues brought rather
unique human documents. W e refer
to such pages as those on the wheat
harvest, the life of a steel worker, the
sit-down strike, life in M iddletown
(Muncie, Indiana) and others. Its art
section featuring the lives and paintings of leading American artists in
full color is unusually good.
That this magazine would reflect
some of the anti-Christian spirit of
our day one would expect. A magazine which reaches so many different
readers of varying tastes and standards would be tempted to bring some
things that are evil and unnatural.
Some of the pictures during the past
year were decidedly coarse and indecent. A few of rrLife Goes to a
Party" pages could be termed correctly "Life Goes on an Orgy." Its April
12 issue brought seven full pages of
pictures and text on the antiquated
claims of evolutionists. Evidently
Life's editors wer~ not aware that
reputable scientists have their grave
doubts about the glib theories of
another generation.
In a subsequent issue Life printed
in its "Letters to the Editors" column,
the reaction of reader Richard H.
Keech of Cincinnati to these pictures.

I,
h

p
of f I i 1

n hro olog i t ·
nuc to pro ·e
only di pro ·
but hel u
cul . • e a ke Life to "r r-ct the
impli
if not s t , fat ·fi
fact
t the e ab urd photograph mig ht
lead the ignorant to believe."
e are faintly hopeful that some of
these features, objectionable to intelligent readers, ill gradually ani h a
the young Life grows into boyhood
and manhood.
ot altogether p essimistic are we since Life's editors in
a recent letter to its "charter" subscribers state that they have learned
much d uring the first year of their
edito rial job. They reveal that they
h ave learned "Life must be a newsmagazine as well as a picture-

the

ords are just

im ort n
th ictures." They
th ir un 'P ted and most imor n t i o,
"that Life has the
r to drama ize and lend interest
to he norm, l a i tinct from the abnorm 1, the con tructive as distinctive
from the di rup i e and fantastic."
ould it not help Life in dischar ing it tr mendous social re•
sponsibility if more of its highminded and clear-thinking readers
would follow reader Keech's example
and state their objections to the editors in writing? Lifis editors have
invited criticism and are not afraid to
print adverse comments. Too much in
our modern newspapers, the magazines, the radio is swallowed in complete apathy. The voice of protest
should be heard more often in the
lan d.

* * *
Cinquain
The loneliest cry at night
That comes and whimpers
Against the candlelightA train whistle from afar
Moaning something to a star.
HELEN MYRTIS LANGE

'Herc I stand as a loyal German.' He
didn't ay: 'Herc I stand firm in the faith
of Adolf Hitler.' He said: 'Here I stand,
I, alone, a human soul, clothed in the dignity of the right to o n that soul, and the
responsibility for
hat I do with that
soul.' His name was fartin Luther."

Th t same week at Malden-OnHudson,
.Y., Poultney Bigelow,
author and traveler, was host at his
home to se eral hundred persons who
attended the unveiling of a small
porcelain bust of Martin Luther. The
bust was the gift of the exiled German Kaiser, Wilhelm II, to his
friend, Mr. Bigelow. In the course
of his address Mr. Bigelow said:

THE

ALEMBIC
By THEODORE GRAEBNER

" We are gathered for the purpose of
glorifying one of the world's great men,
Dr. Martin Luther. He was great in an
age replete with greatness-the age of
Michael Angelo and Raphael ; of Titian,
Benvenuto Cellini ; of Elizabeth and Sir
Francis Drake; Bacon, Rabelais, Cervantes.
"It was the age of Reformation, Luther
offered himself a sacrifice for the truth. He
was haled to Worms, by the Pope and by
Charles V of Spain, and he was told that
he would be burned alive unless he turned
renegade to his protestations against the
sale of pardons. The answer of Luther was
analogous to that of Nathan Hale. 'Had
I 10,000 lives, I would give them all for
my country!' Although in German Luther
said: 'Here stand I-I can no other-so
help me god!'"

"The world cares little for anything a man has to utter that
has not previously been distilled in the alembic of his
life.1'
HOLLAND, Gold-Foil

. _ Luther and the Free Press.
The New York Herald Tribune
Forum in October discussed the
theme "a free press in the world
today." Eloquent and keen men of
~ublic affairs spoke and at the end
it fell to Miss Dorothy Thompson
to say the last word when everything
had apparently been said-and to
make it, as she often does, the best:

•
Annihilated. Poultney Bigelow was a schoolmate of the emperor of Germany. At one time people chaffed him concerning this comradeship until he became tired. At
a dinner in a New York dub one

"And the man who for all of us is
·
fthe very 1·ncorporat10n
of the concept of
r:edom of conscience, freedom of con~cience for every individual human soul
is th e man who said: 'Here I stand.
cannot do otherwise.' He didn't say:

i
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What Do They Do for a
Living? The inhabitants of the small
to ns strung along the highway, announcing themsel es to the touri t
with a neatly painted sign: "Twillbury, Pop. 275." A filling station, a
small grocery, farther off what appears to be a garage or dairy or something, fifty or sixty little frame
houses. You pass through a hundred
Twillburys in three days' touring.
And the question that will not down
-How do they make a living?
" I would hardly suppose that so
small a place as this would be able
to support a barber," said a friend
of mine to the barber in Twillbury,
or was it Timpkinsville, or was it
Gotha-small town on a secondary
highway, in which it was exciting to
see six persons on the street at one
time.
"Well, it would be if a man had
to depend on barbering alone," was
the reply, and then he added some
information which may help clear
up the mystery connected with the
existence of some of these local industries. "You see," said the barber,
"I have one or two side-issues that
help out, or I couldn't stay here. This
town, you know, has less than 2000

inh bi ~ nt , ut ince the good roads
ha · be n uilt, a oo many people
n th
,· nin
in town. Of
cour
th y don't often get a hairut but th re' my igars and tobacco
bu ine ; th t bring me in quite a
little. hen I'm a cnt for a laundry
th t run a agon o er here from the
next town. hen you see I sell the
city p per and do considerable in
the way of pi ture postal-cards. I'm
agent for three kinds of hairgrowers
and I got quite a little stock of writing paper and envelopes; and I got
myself appointed justice of the peace
the first of the year, and pick up a
dollar or two a week at that. I do a
little in the real estate line, and now
and then a drummer comes along and
gives me a dollar for letting him use
one end of my shop to show his goods
in. Then I'm agent for six different
magazines and a couple of books, and
I keep a stock of mazda lamps. My
pool-table is used a lot nights, and
I sharpen knives and scissors as well
as razors. Then I tinker clocks, and
I have an electrical massage-machine
that I use a great deal more than
you'd think I'd use in a place like
this. My wife keeps three boarders,
and does dressmaking and home mil·
linery, and makes pies and doughnuts to sell. So with a few little sideissues I make the barbering business
pay pretty well. I never see the day
yet when I couldn't find something
to do, and it's always a good thing
for a fell ow to have a little sideissue or two in connection with his
regular business."
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To a Senior hi h

chool

co-ed who mournfully reports th t
she "could not under tand more than
one-half of what is in THE R ET,"
we say: Dry your tear ; the high
school lassie who under tand onehalf of what she reads in THE RESSET should have no regrets; indeed,
she must be a damozel of uncommon
talents. You see, THE CRES ET was
started by some people who wanted
to have opportunity to use the best
English word or con truction rather
than make sure of being understood
by using the second best.
•
"The Ecstasy of the Frenzied Minute." Mr. Wilson Follett,
who had done some teaching of
English at Dartmouth, has recently
declared that in the past twenty-five
years the English language has undergone more abrupt and violent changes
than in the preceding 275 years.
This is an understatement.
We cannot today use the English
of even fifteen years ago and expect
to hold the American audience. I have
before me a sample of what the literary editor of 1920 called a
"graphic, realistic description of a
baseball game when excitement runs
high." He submitted this, from a
leading Philadelphia daily-and as
you read it ask yourself how long the
r~porter who would submit a story
like this, would hold his job. In the
vernacular of 1920 the editor of
19_38 would undoubtedly after one
brief glance say "Here's your hat,
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h t' your hurry?" But listen to the
brilliant reporter of eighteen year
ago:
"As the wift-running second baseman preceded Baker across the plate, a
roar from 26 000 throats rocked the steel
cantile er on it concrete foundations. The
a t thron literally ent mad for the
nonce. Facile pen i entirely inadequate to
fittingly describe the wild, barbarous scene
that was enacted in all parts of the huge
baseball arena. Men were at a loss for ways
and means to expre s their violent emotions. Women forgot the gentleness of
their nature for the instant. All was a
babel of confusion. Thunder re-echoed
thunder, scream followed scream, hats
were tossed high in air, never to be returned to their owners. Men actually
fought each other in the ecstasy of the
frenzied minute, women clutched and
hugged their escorts in an instant of
pardonable impropriety. It seemed as
though the human reason had been dethroned. Great was the hit, cyclonic the
ovation."

Imagine! "Vast throng," "men
at a loss for ways and means,"
"women forget their gentleness,"
"hats never returned to their owners," "clutching escorts with pardonable impropriety,"-this was considered vivid description in 1920. The
literary editor who has preserved this
gem, added: "Perhaps, some day,
some such piece of literature may
find its way into our American collection as a sample of vivid description for our youth to copy after."
Oh, no, brother, our youth
wouldn't copy what the "facile pen"
in 1920 so ".fittingly described." Our
language has undergone such changes
that we have the choice either of the

T
part; ( 2) from legal rea-

n , ince it 1oul be un just that the
c t f uch illumination, rai ed by truces,
ho ul be
rne by tho e who have not

rom thi , ome im ortant de uction can be made. If you don' under tand our in istence on the authorized ersion, con ider the situation here alluded to. The authorized
version is still up to date. Goodspeed' s
and Moffatt's " ew Translations" are
obsolescent now and will be hopelessly antiquated in ten years.
,_ Seven Reasons Against Gaslight Illumination. Out of a forgotten file I unearth the following reprint of an article published in the
"Kolnische Zeitung" of March 28,
1819, when somebody proposed to
illuminate the streets of Koln by
means of gas. For ages, the streets
of all the world's cities had remained
dark at night-reminding us of the
famous remark of Mayor Ziegenbein
of St. Louis in 1900 when the citizens complained about the poor service of the gas company: "Ve got a
nice moon, ain' d it?" Well, we had
gotten along with a nice moon for
ages, supplemented in rich cities like
Koln by torches on the main streets.
But now-gas ! The editor fired a
ponderous article at the fool proposition. "We are opposed to such an
undertaking," he said,
" ( 1) from theological reasons, since
it would mean an interfering with the
divine order, an attempt to alter the plan
of the universe, of whkh the darkness

the lighte t inter t in such an arrangement,
hose intere ·
rather oppose it;
3 from medical reasons, since the fumes
of the a are detrimental to health, and
since, forth rmore, the tarrying on the
trcets in the ni ht air, which would be
furthered by illumination, would favor
taking c lds; ( 4) from moral reasons,
since illumination would drive away the
fear of darkness, which keeps the weak
from many a sin, and since drunkenness
and immorality would be furthered by
the light streets; ( 5) from police reasons,
since the light would make thieves bold
and horses shy; ( 6) from economic reasons, since great sums would yearly go to
foreign countries for the illuminating materials; and finally, ( 7) from natio~al
reasons, since the impression of festive
illuminations which have the purpose of
arousing and raising patriotism would be
weakened by the regular evening illumination.''

The Editor of the "Kolnische Zeitung" no doubt received many congratulations upon his able, lear~ed,
pious, and patriotic argument against
lighting city-streets at night. And s_o
today many a professor of science 1s
held in great esteem, whose shal~ow
theorizing will render him an obJe~t
of ridicule to the next generation, if
not to the present.

•
Mice and Men. Twenty years
ago, Prof. Ivan P. Pawlow, the Ru~sian physiologist, began to experiment with mice in order to settle a
much-disputed point in practical e~genics, whether or not acquired ab1l·
(Continued on page 41)

Pitti Gallery, Florence.

"The Vision of Ezekiel" by Raphael is one of this master's
greatest paintings. The group is powerfully organized to show
the symbolic figures spoken of in the first chapter of Ezekiel
and mentioned by St. John in Revelation (4:7). This vision
gave rise to our symbols for the four Evangelists-the winged
man, St. Matthew-the winged lion, St. Mark-the winged
ox, St. Luke-the eagle, St. John.

Kunstdienst, Dr~sden-Berlin.

"Up to the present the organ has been hidden behind a decorative row of mute pipes. Recently this decoration has been
omitted with very good results and it has thus been · made
possible to give an insight into the interesting and comp1ex
organism of copper, tin, zinc and wood pipes." Thoroughly
in keeping with the tenets of simplicity and modesty which
are being felt also in Church Architecture.

Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.

~he Festival of the Epiphany of our Lord falls on January
sixth. We present, herewith, three "Adorations" which are
not very well known. This plaque; by an unknown Italian
craftsman at the end of the fifteenth century, gives an example
of the painstaking workmanship which these , men brought
to the presentation of holy events.

Uffizi Gallery, Florence.

Botticelli is undoubtedly the greatest of the fifteenth century
Neo-Gothic representatives. Most famous for his Moses
frescoes, executed in the Sistine Chapel from 1481-1483, he
also gained fame, however, for his illustrations of the Divine
Comedy in 1490, and some of his excellent paintjngs of biblical subjects. The new collection of his works published by
the Oxford University Press and the Phaidon Press, Vienna,
is very much worth while.

Cow:tesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.

Fransesco Guercino (1591-1666), is an artist of the early
17th Century. His most famous work is undoubtedly the
Aurora fresco of the Casino Ludovisi in Rome, 1621. His
painting follows the manner of the Italian baroque, a high
develQpment of naturalism.

Kunstdienst, Dresden-Berlin.

When this statue of Luther, wrought . in copper by Hans
Wissel of Havelberg, came to the World's Fair in 1933 it
was hard to become accustomed. to these modern lines. But, as
the days went on we developed a real affection for the simple,
but strong figure, with its rugged head and expressive hands.
Some day we hope that the statue will return to America as
the permanent possession of one of our Lutheran Institutions.

Kunstdienst, Dresden-Berlin.

The beautiful setting of this church in Wohtorf near Hamburg seems ideally suited to the style of the new architecture.
The emphasis placed on the cross makes this particularly attractive because of its simple boldness. Some of the hilltops
of America would preach loudly if they were adorned in this
manner.

Van Dyck has given the world this most striking picture of
"The Betrayal of Christ." A cresset sheds its light over the
entire scene. Every one seems strained and excited except the
Saviour, who brings a feeling of calmness and peace to this
place which marks the beginning of the painfilled Last Hours.
Symbolically, one notices a hawk seizing a dove over the head
of the Christ.
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ity may be inherited. After some
years he reported that white mice had
been taught the meaning of the
dinner-bell. What is more, they had
been able to transmit some sense of
its significance to their offspring so
that these may be more easily taught
to jump for the table when the bell
rings. The first generation of white
mice required 300 lessons before they
realized that the ringing of an electric bell meant that dinner was ready.
After that they quickly trotted to the
f_eeding-place when they heard it
tmkle. Their children caught on to
the trick after only 100 lessons, while
their offspring in turn learned after
only 30. The fifth generation had apparently so well inherited the tendency to "obey that impulse" that after
only five trials they were ready.
German and British geneticists
were never greatly impressed by the
results of Prof. Pawlow's experiments, as Bavink in his brilliant work
"The Natural Sciences" remarked in
1935: . "All that these experiments
prove is a growing expertness on the
part ?f the experimenter in training mice to know their dinner hour!"
. In America on the other hand, the
of the "conditioned reflimportance
,,
ex was stressed by the behaviorist
tpe of psychology professor. With
awlow they became convinced that
all human activity is based upon
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"conditioned reflexes." Expressed in
plain English this means that man
must be placed in the same category
as the animal.
A severe blow was dealt this revival of mechanism lately by Dr.
Mortimer Adler, associate professor
of philosophy in the law school at
the University of Chicago, internationally recognized as an authority in
psychology. His plea may be set forth
in two propositions: First, man is
differentiated from the rest of the
animals by virtue of his intellect or
rational powers. And secondly, since
man isn't a brute, the whole fabric
of the study of psychology is wrong
and it should be dropped overboard
from the ship of education.
In laying down this conception
of psychology, Prof. Adler declared
that he was fully aware of the meaning of his position for education. If
we admit that man differs fundamentally from the brute, then, he
said, "We must adopt a different educational psychology than that which
is now commonly in vogue, which
is based largely upon the assumption
that man reacts like a brute animal
that has no such intellectual powers.
In other words, our contemporary
educational practice, for the most
part, will then be found to have its
foundations in a false educational
psychology-false in principle and
wrong philosophically.''

a
a
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A Plea ls Made For A Sympathetic
Attitude T oward Modern Music.

h Before

we continue our discusof conductors and their
work, begun in the December issue
of THE CRESSET, it will be advisable
for us to touch b riefly on modern
music. But as we focus our attention
on new and novel phenomena and
developments in the tonal art, we
must do all in our power to avoid
basing our judgments on a prejudiced
perspective. If, without further ado,
we pour out the phials of our wouldbe righteous indignation upon all recent tendencies in composition, if we
lovingly nurse the habit of hurling
our little anathemas at each and every
idolsmasher among composers, if,
with a sneer or, at best, with a selfcomplacent shrug of our shoulders,

fl · sion

<li ·mi
, orlhl s everything
in mu ic
do
not happen to
tri e our
or meet ith our
imm i te p ro 1,
e reveal a
trong ly pronoun ed deficiency in
ritical di c mm nt. I n the opinion
of m ny it i an axiomatic truth that
an artist in ariably gi es some measure of xpre ion to the feelings, the
trends and the spirit of his own generation . or this reason, it appears to
be the bounden d uty of a critic of
the arts to put forth every effort to
develop a clearly defined historical
sense. H e must try to observe with
a level eye, and h e must bear in mind
d

at all times that the prolonge practice of viewing and judging the work
of one period from no other sta~dpoint than that of another age 1?·
evitably results in a dangerously distorted vision and leads to cruelly unfair decisions. Since we are human
beings, taste will always play an important role in the formulation of our
notions and convictions, and it has
been dinned into our ears time out
of mind that we dare not be can·
tankerous about this self-willed and
often strangely indefinable as well as
disturbingly unpredictable ingredient
in the cultural make-up of man ; but
no one can deny that it is idle to
speak of taste unless there has been
some preliminary tasting. I believe
it was Isaac Goldberg who once de·
fined taste as a "creative response."
If some musical sage of the days
of King Hammurabi could be raised
up from the dead and exposed to a
performance of Beethoven's Moon42
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Jarmar
light Sonata-which, of cour e i
leagues distant from modern trend
-it is entirely possible that the
sounds hitting his eardrum mi ht
temporarily unhinge him.
hy? Because Beethoven's work is ba ed on a
melodic and harmonic system and on
scales radically different from anything that had been evol ed in the
age of the famous Babylonian lawgiver. Aristophanes, staunch apostle
of conservatism that he was would
in all likelihood, make tellin~ use of
his rapier-like wit if he could be
brought back to life and forced to
~isten to Wagner's Ride of the Valkyries; but it is probable that the quartertones employed by some of our
modern composers would not stink in
his ears-to borrow an expression
fro1:1 Eduard Hanslick' s vitriolic pen
-smce the Greeks of fifth century
Athens were thoroughly familiar with
sounds of this kind. How would
Ari st0tle react to an established clastc li~e Cesar Franck's Symphony in
. Mmor ? What would Richard the
Lionhearted exclaim if he could hear
a performance of Iberia from the
pen of Claude Debussy: the great
Fr~nch pioneer who blazed many a
trail for modern music ? What would
Frederick the Great-who, by the
way, was. a musician of parts-think
of Maunce Ravel's Bolero ? What
would Abraham Lincoln say about
trt?ur Honegger's King David or his
~ctfic 2 31 ? Would it be altogether
Wt th0ut rhyme or reason to suppose
that Johann Wolfgang Goethe and
the estimable Henry Wadsworth
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ongf ello - trange bedfellows to
be ure- •ould spout fire and brimstone if they could be subjected to,
let us say, the late George Gershwin's
Rhapsody in Blue ( ictor 11822 and
11823. Je u Maria anroma and the
Boston "Pops" Orchestra under
Arthur Fiedler) or, better still, to
his Porgy and Bess (Victor Album
C-25) ? Alifather Bach, I confidently
believe, would knit his brow in
thought, and, now and then, he
might shake his head in disagreement ; but, by and large, he would be
sympathetically inclined toward modern music because many of his own
works clearly adumbrate some of the
devices employed by composers who
have come into the world after his
time. It is not going too far to class
Bach among modern writers.

Is the Art Decaying?

h But those who fly into the face
• · of tradition and plunge daringly
into the unknown dare not forget
that music is much more than a
mere game for the intellect. Technical skill and tonal gymnastics, however complicated and amazing, will
not suffice in composition. Music in
the real sense of the word must spring
from the emotions of mankind as
well as from the brain. Unless this
happens when a tonal work is in the
process of gestation, we shall have
nothing more than cleverly organized or bewilderingly disorganized
sound. Melody and rhythm always
have ·been and always will be the

tion of m lo i
deer
concerning the arran ment
of rhythm pattern . I there
the
e e and the Persi n a ain t
the employment of such things
bitonality, polytonality or la ish
chromaticism?
e ha e e ery reason to be grateful that music is neither static nor
at any time completely at a standstill. Those who argue that the art
is now passing through a period of
decadence will be hard put to it to
substantiate their charge. There is a
welter of experimentation in our day,
and, no doubt, much of it will eventually vanish from the face of the
earth; but it would be rash to deny
that this is a wholesome state of
affairs.
Some conductors plead the cause
of modern music with forceful and
effective eloquence; others are lukewarm, if not actually hostile. One
famous maestro told the writer of
this article that he was inclined to
be sympathetic toward composers who
reach out for new things, but that he
would throw up his hands in bewilderment at the mention of a work
like Igor Stravinsky's notorious The
Rite of Spring. In this particular instance, individual taste undoubtedly
spoke the determining word, because
the same conductor has chosen for
his programs many compositions that
seem to be far inferior in intrinsic

tr vinsky' s fasinto the domain
e know, of course,
r of our symphony orhe tra do not al ays have unlimit d freedom in the arrangement of
their bill of far ; but they are never
o tyrannically hamstrung by the pow•
er that be that they have no opportunitie
hate er to work in accordance with their own convictions and
predilections. Furthermore, it often
happens that conductors play works
by modern composers not because
they themselves are always deeply impressed or wholly in agreement, but
because they believe that the music
of sincere and capable searchers ought
to be heard. Leopold Stokowski and
Serge Koussevitzky have done much
for modern writers, and this reviewer
gladly joins those who doff their hats
to men of such vision and tolerance.
Among the numerous musicians of
fame and prominence whom he has
interviewed, he has come upon less
than a bare handful who are congenitally and outspokenly out of
sympathy with new trends in the
tonal art.
Before we burden the atmosphere
'about us with sweeping condemnations, let us consider that once upon
a time men like Haydn, Mozart,
Beethoven and Brahms were decried
as "modern" composers.

Recordings of Modern Works
h It will, no doubt, serve a help,;· ful purpose to give thumbnail

Jan·,ar
reviews of a number of the recently
issued rfcording of modern ·ork .
There is the First ymphony of
Dmitri Szostakowicz the youn Ru sian groper who is in the clutche of
the peculiar notion that it i possible to express Soviet philo ophy and
ideals in music (Victor Album
192. Philadelphia Orchestra under
Stokowski) . Then we have the somewhat brittle and biting Third Piano
Concerto of Sergei Prokofieff, performed by the composer himself in
conjunction with the London Symphony Orchestra under Fiero Coppola (Victor Album M-174) . The
same writer's arresting Violin Concerto, which is masterfully played by
Joseph Szigeti together with the
London Philharmonic Orchestra under Sir Thomas Beecham ( Columbia
~lbum 244), is an important addition to the literature for the violin
and by no means a fantastic brainchild whelped by some reckless and
sensation-mongering iconoclast, the
~um_ an~ substance of whose purpose
10
lt~e 1s to achieve prominence by
startling and shocking his fellowcreatures.
. For some it may be an absorbingly interesting experience to become aquainted with Stravinsky's Les
Noces {The Wedding), written for
chor_us, solo voices, pianos and perc~ss1on . instruments. The composition which is strikingly elemental in
character, seeks to portray a Russian
peasant wedding ( Columbia Album
204). Reviewing a New York performance of the work a number of
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ye r ago, La rence Gilman, of the
Herald-Trib1111e1 declared that "the
mu ic reeks of peasant jocosity, of
peasant hea iness, of peasant rankne ," and the late
m. J. Henderon of the S1111 1 opined that "it
probes no emotion," and that "the
personage of the drama are boors,
and the composer .finds his justification in this fact." Another engrossing
example of travinsky' s idiom is the
Duo Concertant for Violin and Piano (Columbia Album 199. Samuel
Dushkin, violinist, and the composer).
The late Ottorino Respighi's colorfully descriptive and sumptuously
scored Pines of Rome is performed
by the Paris Conservatoire Orchestra
under Monsieur Coppola (Victor
11917 and 11918), and the October
Excursions, from the same writer's
dramatically effective Roman Festivals, is played by the Milan Symphony Orchestra under Cav. Lorenzo
Molajoli (Columbia 69017-D). Gian
Francesco Malipiero's Rispetti e
Strambotti, for string quartet (Victor
Album M-397. Kreiner Quartet), is
worthy in every way of careful consideration by those who want to have
more than a mere bowing acquaintance with modern music as it flourishes in the domain of Il Duce.
From Hungary comes Bela Bartek' s Quartet in A Minor, Opus 7
(Victor Album M-286. Pro Arte
Quartet) and the fascinating suite
from the opera, Hary Janos, by Zoltan Kodaly (Victor Album M-197.
Minneapolis Orchestra under Eugene
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under the comeor
·ne co'
for 'iolin n
•n Roy Harri · Three Variator
Jbum
h me, for tring quartet
H phz1bah
I nuhin
ictor l um
-2 . Roth Quaring fenuhin'
erformance
and hi American overture,
recentl }' d ce ed Karol zymano on
hen Johnny Comes
ki'
otturno an Tarantell
archin Home
ictor 8629. Minrche tra under Ormandy),
2 , o. 1 and 2
ictor 1 3 3)
ill ncapoli
show us, I belie e, that the gifted are thought-pro oking ; but, to the
Poli h composer had much to say. thinking of thi reviewer, his obviThen there is Alexandre Tansman's ously experimental setting for mixed
engaging uite Di ertissement for chorus of portions of Walt WhitPiano, Violin, Viola and 'Cello (Co- man's A Song or Occupations (Columbia Album X-66) and his sturdy lumbia 68347-D and 68348-D. WestTryptique for String Orchestra (Vic- minster Choir under Dr. John Fintor 12034 and 12035. Curtis Cham- ley Williamson) is stillborn. There is
ber Music Ensemble under Louis a good deal of red blood in the Third
Bailly. Also Columbia Album 213. Quartet by Quincy Porter, professor
St. Louis Orchestra under Vladimir of •music at Vassar College ( ColumGolschmann). Going over to France, bia Album 242. Gordon String Quarwe find Francis Poulenc's wittily scin- tet). The German Paul Hindemith's
tillating Aubade, a choreographic con- Sonata for Unaccompanied Viola,
certo for piano and 18 instruments Opus 25, No. 1, is worthy of care(Columbia 17056-D- 17058-D. The ful study. (Columbia 17083-D and
composer and members of the Or- 17084-D. Played by the boldly adchestre des Concerts Straram under venturous composer himself, whose
Walter Straram) . Then there is Dar- music, according to recent reports,
ius Milhaud's outspokenly modern- is now taboo in the land of Hitler) •
istic Concerto for Piano and Orchestra (Columbia Album X-67. Mar- Postlude
guerite long and the Orchestre Nah Up to the deadline for the com·
tionale under the composer) and the • ' pletion of these ruminations,
same adventurer's elemental and ex- John Barbirolli, who has been con·
citing incidental music to Paul Clau- ducting the Sunday afternoon con·
de!' s adaptation of the Oresteia, by certs of the New York Philharmonic·
Euripides (Columbia Album X-64). Symphony Orchestra broadcast by
As an example from England, we CBS, has revealed a large amount of
may mention William Walton's substantial musicianship in his readhumorous Facade Suite (Victor ings.
Walter Gieseking' s performance of
12034 and 12035. London Philhar-

Jatmar
Sergei Rachmaninoff's econ
Concerto on ovember l
uplifting, and one eek later,
rthur
Rubinstein, of the Gargantuan technic, rode Tchaikovsky'
turdy an
spirited old war hor e, the Pi no
Concerto in B Flat Minor, in a manner which out-Horowitzed Horowitz.
Incidentally, those who
ant to
take the measure of Rachmaninoff as
a composer will find much of his
best work in the concerto mentioned,
in his Second Symphony (Victor Album M-239. Minneapolis Orchestra
under Ormandy) and in his onata
in G Minor fo r 'Cello and Piano
(Columbia Album 225. M arcel H ubert, 'cellist, and Shura Cherkassky,
p~anist ). If you have not yet heard
his recently composed Rapsodie on
a Theme by Paganini for Piano and
Orchestra (Victor Album M-25 0.
The composer himself and the Philadelphia Orchestra under Stokowski) ,
you have missed an unusual experience. Rachmaninoff eschews anything
savoring of modernism. He is
staunchly conservative in his writing.
One wonders why so many composers of distinction have been fas cinated by the somew hat commonp~ace theme on which Paganini based
his T~ enty-Fourth Caprice. Liszt
transcribed the study for the piano,
and Brahms, with the assistance of
Carl Tausig, used it as the point of
departure for his two books of Variations on a Theme by Paganini. And
now Rachmaninoff has come under
the spell of the little melody. You
can hear Jascha Heifetz, joined by
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that m ter accompani t, Arpad andor triumphantly surmount the terrifying difficultie of Leopold Auer's
er ion of the Caprice on ictor disc
28, and
gon Petri, the noted
Busoni pupil, gives a brilliant performance of Brahms' monumental
ariations in Columbia Album X-80.
By the
ay, Rachmaninoff has
woven the Dies Irae into a number
of his masterfully contri ed variations. It would be interesting to learn
how often this ancient and impressive tune of the Church has been
used by composers. Liszt employed it
fo r his brilliant Totentanz for piano and orchestra (Victor Album
M-392 . Jesus M aria Sanroma and the
Boston " Pops" Orchestra under
Arthur Fiedler ) , Camille Saint-Saens
burlesqued it in h is D anse M acabre
(Victor 14 162. Philadelphia Orchestra under Stokowski) , Hector Berlioz introduced it with g rotesque but
telling effectiveness in that portion
of his Fantastic Symphony which
depicts the Witches' Sabbath (Columbia Album 267, Orchestre Symphonique of Paris under Selmar Meyrowitz) , and Ernest Schelling availed
himself of its peculiar power in the
most dramatic section of his A Victory Ball.
The tone produced by NBC's recently formed symphony orchestra is
a joy to the ear. But was it good
taste on the part of Pierre Monteux
to give only portions of Sibelius'
First Symphony in the second concert? Unfortunately, the practice of
tearing parts of masterworks from

I,
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Ont
he fi ne
phony i n nti .
i ncie of ri idly controlle ra io
time be in oked a an e ·cu e for
partial pre entation of ork of thi
ch racter?
he r nch conductor's
readings of Debussy' Iberia and of
Re pighi' s orchestral
er ion of
Bach's great Passacaglia in C inor
were superb. A Bach Album containing, among other things, a magnificent new recording of the Passacaglia in tokowski' s orchestration
came from the disc presses a few
weeks ago (Victor Album M-401.
Philadelphia Orchestra under the
transcriber), and there is a remarkably fine transcription for string quartet by Alfred Pochon (Columbia Album X-72. Stradivarius Quartet).

itt ,

chweitzer,
others have
n le u to form a
im tc of Bach and
le accomplishments;
helher any savant
hau ti ly enough
horale Preludes, those
marvelou tone poems in miniature
hich grew out of the texts of the
hymn a well as out of the melodies
and which show us so clearly that
their creator anticipated many subsequent developments in the art of
tone. Your reviewer has just received
Columbia Album 310 which con·
tains Dr. Schweitzer's inspiring read·
ings of 13 of these remarkable compositions. The volume should be
hailed with delight by all those who
have a desire to become more intimately acquainted with some of the
most glorious music ever written by
mortal man.

* * *
New Year's Eve
The Old Year is a music dying.
Note and note of it slips away,
The flutes' thin silver and viols' crying.
For one moment there is quiet.
Then the song of New Year bursts free,
And the world shouts its new melody.
HELEN MYRTIS LANGE
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Books-some to be read-some to be pondered-some to be
enjoyed-and some to be closed as soon as they are opened.

Miss Millay in her Conversation at Midnight, the reader's fust instinct is to get
out into the cold night air and dear his
mind of unlovely thoughts which might
have seeped in during the course of the
discussion. Merton, a stock-broker, John,
a painter, Pygmalion, a short story writer,
Carl, a poet and communist, Anselmo, a
Roman Catholic priest, and Lucas, a young
man in the advertising business, meet in
Ricardo's drawing-room. Their talk is
sophisticated and ranges from religion,
art, politics, to love and women, sport
and war.
Although the verse appears in dramatic form, it cannot be criticized as drama,
since there is no conventional plot. As
poetry, the work suffers by comparison
with Millay's earlier volumes. Edwin
Robinson defines poetry as "a language
that tells us, through a more or less emotional reaction, something that cannot be
said," and Robert Frost says, "The right
reader of a good poem can tell the moment it strikes him that he has taken an
immortal wound." Millay strikes no immortal wound. What she says could be
said better in prose.
Yet there are pithy lines which etch
modern life with the acid of realism. They
are not startlingly beautiful, but merely
state something that we have all known
but never bothered to express. One instance is in the midst of a discussion about
modern conveniences and what we have

Miss Millay's Midnight
CONVERSATION AT MIDNIGHT. By
Edna St. Vincent Millay. Harpers and
Brothers, New York and London.
1937. 2.00.

J

T IS a new and strange guise Edna
Millay wears in this, her most recent
volume. Accustomed to the pure lyricism
of .her earlier works, A Few Figs from
Thistles, Second April, Fatal Interview,
~nd Wine from These Grapes, one is
Jolted by her sudden departure to a
sophisticated and prolonged pattern of
conversation. Miss Millay's strength has
always been in isolated bits of loveliness
which the reader could grasp with both
h.an~s and appreciate. Here there is no
sm.11lar joy, and one is thoroughly disappointed.
~o doubt Miss Millay is one of our
ranking poets. Also in this volume her
great talent is sporadically evident. It
seems to break through the bonds into
Which she has confined her art The dramatic flow is easy and natural: There is
ho stiff structure on which ideas must
alance precariously. This is probably because Miss Millay has already done noteworthy work in poetic drama The Lamp
1
and
'
. ltJe Bell, Aria da Capo,
and The
King's Henchman.
ti After eavesdropping on the conversaon of the seven gentlemen presented by
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Lucas comments pertinently on modern
advertising methods:
"It is advertising that has been the death
of words .
T he word 'Personal' now on an envelope
means 'impersonal' ;
'Important,' 'unimportant.'
'The Finest,' 'The Best,' 'The Purest'what do they mean now?Something somebody wants to sell.
W e are a nation of word-killers-"

T is a significant fact that Anselmo
][ the religionist in the group, making ex~
cuse that he has work to do, leaves the
circle when the volume is but one-third
finished. It is as though Millay is withdrawing a conscience, knowing that if
Anselmo, a conscientious priest, were to
remain, the conversation could not follow
the trend it later does. Anselmo would
have been driven to a profession of faith
and a condemnation of the other gentle~
men. The resulting evening might then
have been a less pleasant one. Anselmo
knows the world well. He says:
"-Knowledge expands,
And men grow canny; yet if they cannot
mix
Science and Jesus, they leave Jesus out."
Anselmo is the calm in the midst of
the stormy bewilderment of modern life.
It is he who speaks the lines most worthy
of the term "Poetry," when he says to
John:

· u Ii
tr et called Now, in
• h ue
Herc-If } u Ii · at num r Here orth Now
tre t, I t u ay,
hc:n imm di te thin s, disc mfort, sorro , it is cl ear,
Are of fir t imp rtanc ; you could feel
no other ay.
But if you pitch your tent each evening
nearer the t wn
f your true de ire, and glimpse its gates
less for,
Then you lay you down on nettles, you
lay you down
ith viper
and you scarcely notice
where you are.
The world is not relinquished; but the
world assumes
Its proper place in that perspective, is not
all ;
Is harsh with envy, greed, assault-or
blooms
With fri endship, courage, truth, is beau•
tiful;
Yet is at best but an inn on a thoroughfare:
Provincial, one might call the mind con·
tented there."
Again and again our modern paganism is revealed. "War is man's god; he
has but one," says Ricardo, and in an·
other spot, "There is no God. But it does
not matter. Man is enough," and "If you
do not believe in God it is a good thing
to believe in Communism." But commu·
nisrri offers a gloomy prospect, if as Carl
insists:
"Only in revolution, only in the audible
seething of the crushed masses
Does Man ferment to a purpose, to his
proper destiny."
Merton rebels against the thought of a
communistic America and its consequent
regimentation, but Carl tells him:
"You, an individual?-you, you regimented mouse?The trouble is, you are regimented to no
purpose:
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Millions of you in your golf-stockin s
goose-stepping no here."
The conversation, as a , hole is illuminating because it o clearly indicates
the course of today's thought. Yet it is
also incomplete, since Anselmo i not
always present to present the Christian
viewpoint. There is no immortal singing,
either of solo voice or choir. There is no
poetic enchantment, even though, technically, the verses flow without flaw.
Let us hope that Miss Millay soon
leaves these gentlemen to their discussions and comes out of the drawing-room
into "God's World," of which she once
sang:
"long have I known a glory in it all,
But never knew I this ;
Here such a passion is
As stretcheth me apart-Lord, I do fear
Thou'st made the world too beautiful this
year."
Perhaps it would be better if Miss Millay
would leave "modern thought" severely
alone and would give us songs again.HELEN MYRTIS LANGE.

The Supreme Struggle
WE OR THEY. Two Worlds in Conflict. By Hamilton Fish Armstrong.
The Macmillan Company, New York.
1936. $1.50.
conversation had drifted to the
OUREuropean
dictatorships and the
Wretched condition of their brow-beaten
~nd regimented subjects. Suddenly it was
~~terrupted by the brusque interjection:
Why bother about them? We have
tr~ubles enough of our own. Before long
this country will be either Communist or
Fascist." Coming from a level-headed
business man born and bred in the American tr~dition, this was quite a jolt. And
Y_et this man had simply voiced a conviction which, alarming as it may be, seems
to have become fixed in the minds of
many Americans.
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An analysis of thi opinion reveals that
it i built up on three definite premi es:
Fir t, that the upreme struggle of the a e
i b tween Communism and Fascism, and
that the future belongs to one or the other;
secondly, that Democracy has had its day
and is rapidly approaching extinction;
and thirdly, that the American people
have so many problems of their own that
it is neither wise nor profitable for them
to concern themselves about the fate of
other nations.
Mr. Armstrong takes issue with all
three premises and, employing the case
method, endeavors to prove that they are
wrong. He is exceptionally well qualified
for this task, for he has been editor of
Foreign Alfairs for the past ten years and
as such has amassed a formidable array
of facts, both by extensive reading and by
personal contact with the men and the
systems which are trying to mold the destinies of Europe and of the world. He
writes with firm and vigorous hand, and
his opinions are delivered with the fervor
of a crusader. Now and then he falls into
the solemn cadences of a major prophet.
True, some of his paragraphs are rather
chaotic-apparently a common fault
among writers on Political Science--and
his progression of thought is not always
as logical and easily discernible as one
might wish. But this is due in large measure to the countless facts and multifarious
considerations that tumble in upon him
from every side as he writes. In spite of
it all, one never loses sight of the dominant thought in his argument, and the
book is laid down with the conviction:
Mr. Armstrong is right, and we must do
what he says.
The supreme struggle of the age, the
author maintains, is not at all between
Communism and Fascism, for at heart the
two are birds of a feather. True, they are
at daggers' ends just now, but this is due
to reasons of political and ' economic expediency. Fundamentally and in actual
practice they are of the same ~orld. Both
are built up on the same philosophy of
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and both u e the
of oppre ion. oth fore th
"live accordin to the rule of definite
systems, revealed to infallible men, imposed and enforced by decre
and bullets, and considered permanently immune
to criticism." Both crush the individual
wills and separate destinies of men under
the steamroller of the totalitarian state.
In reality there is no conflict between
them.
In the present world-wide struggle for
supremacy there is an altogether different
alignment. On the one side are the free
peoples. They enjoy "not absolute freedom certainly, but great and precious
freedom-freedom to think, to believe, to
disbelieve, to speak, to will, to choose."
On the other side are the peoples in
chains. They have "not some freedom, but
none-nothing but obeisance, body, mind
and soul, before the iron will and upstretched arm of a restless and infallible
master." The difference between these two
groups is more than a difference in form
of government and social and economic
creeds. It is a difference in the conception and interpretation of life itself. Two
worlds are here in conflict, and reconciliation is for ever impossible. The gulf
simply cannot be bridged.
But this is not all. One of the most
perplexing features of the situation is that
"intercommunication across the abyss has
become almost impossible." Hitherto nation could talk intelligently with nation,
even if they disagreed. But it is not so
between the democracies and dictatorships
of our day. Not only have the dictators
in power completely changed the meaning
of religion, morality, history, law, educa-

A S a re ult, thi mu t be a fight to the
bitter end. It must be, for democracies
and dictatorship cannot flourish side by
side, least of all in our modern world "of
great industrialized nations bound together by the intricacies of modern fi.
nance and commerce, and forced into
more and more intimate contact by the
progress of science." W ell does the author warn: "Be under no illusion that
a live-and-let-live relationship between
democracies and dictatorships can last for
ever . . . for without the great last victory over every stronghold of the intran·
sigent liberal spirit the dictator cannot
consider any of his other victories safe or
complete. This is exactly what Mussolini had in mind when he said: "The
struggle between two worlds can permit
no compromise. . . . Either we or they!
Either their ideas or ours! Either our
state or theirs!"
Is Democracy doomed, then? God forbid ! But one thing is certain: The democratic nations of the earth must be aroused
to the danger which threatens them.
The first step in such action must naturally be a general rapprochement among
all free peoples. They must stand to·
gether in the face of a common enemy
and cultivate the sense of their interdependence. They must minimize all friction among themselves. They must cooperate in framing satisfactory treaties
and trade agreements with one another.
They must support each other in the
money markets of the world. They must
consult together in every great crisis and
mobilize their common resources for its
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solution. They must empha ize their
solidarity whenever po ible by means of
friendly gestures.
And in all these thin s the
nited
States dare not remain indifferent for its
own future is closely bound up with the
welfare of the free peoples in other part
of the world. In the event of a general
and prolonged foreign war, e would not
be able to remain permanently aloof from
actual hostilities. The last war demonstrated that the complexities of modern
life make this impossible in spite of our
geographical isolation.
Least of all dare we remain indifferent
to the tendencies and movements in our
own country which will eventually throttle
the free democratic spirit. The old liberal
fight must be continued and intensified,
and that not only on the political front,
but above all in the economic domain.
The majority of the people must always
rule and must jealously guard their rights.
Once yielded to ambitious minorities or
individuals, these rights will be lost for
ever. "The majority of today shall not
put chains on itself. . . . It shall not
accept a dictator." With this wise counsel the book closes.
By all means read this book if you
can. It contains much rare information
and much food for thought. Its central
argument is logical and convincing, and
the present interviewer was deeply impr.essed by it. Notwithstanding he is
mtndful of the fact that prophesying is
a dangerous thing and that history usually does not operate with the rules of
logic.

Good Stories
THIRTEEN O'CLOCK. Stories of Several Worlds. By Stephen Vincent
Benet. Farrar and Rinehart. New
York 1937. $2.50.
TH!RTEEN short stories of Stephen
b V10cent Benet have here been put
etween covers. Some of them are extremely sober, some rollickingly humo-
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rous and some ildly fantastic. All are
of the author's supreme ability
a a tory-writer. Those that appeal to
thi reviewer mo t are: ''The Devil and
Daniel "\ eb t r," "Daniel
ebster and
the ea erpent," ''The obbin
omen,"
''The Treasure of Vasco Gomez," "Blossom and Fruit" "Everybody
as Very
ice," and "The tory of Angela Poe."
In "The De ii and Daniel
ebster"
we have the old theme of an unfortunate
man selling his soul to the E il One but
being saved from the dreadful fate for
hich he had bargained. Jabez Stone
"wasn't a bad man to begin with, but he
was an unlucky man. If he planted corn he
got borers; if he planted potatoes he
got blight. He had good enough land,
but it didn't prosper him; he had a decent
wife and children, but the more children
he had, the less there was to feed them.
If stones cropped up in his neighbor's
.field, boulders boiled up in his; if he had
a horse with the spavins, he'd trade it for
one with the staggers and give something
extra. There's some folks bound to be like
that, apparently. But one day Jabez Stone
got sick of the whole business"-and
entered upon a compact with the Devil.
Now "his cows got fat and his horses
sleek, his crops were the envy of the
neighborhood, and lightning might strike
all over the valley, but it wouldn't strike
his barn." When Satan in due time appears
to settle the account, Jabez Stone demurs.
Daniel Webster-who talks Latin to his
farm hands, wrestles with his ram Goliath,
tries out a new trotter, and works up
speeches to make against John C. Calhoun
-is the attorney for the defense before a
jury of long dead villains and traitors, in
which Benedict Arnold alone was missing
to make it complete! Webster so eloquently pleads his client's case that the jury
finds for Jabez Stone against "Mr.
Scratch."
In the "Sobbin Women" the author
gives us a modern version of the old
Roman "Rape of the Sabine Women."
Milly who has married one of the seven

Th
ni n

f mi li

of lesser

f mil i
r
d rn indu tri

•ere ju
c n' t d a · 11 for rour }\'
old de d Roman , you' re no
mine and y u can co k y ur own upper
the r t f your live ." They
ad ice, with the re ult that
marriages en ue for them all and the
tory do es with the picture of happy
ive and mother at work churnin , setting the table, laundering clothe , washing
dishes-and singing at their tasks of love.
T he story "Everybody Was Very
ice" is a tragic tale of a modern hu band
divorced and remarried and planning a
third trial; yet hungering for the love of
his first wife whom he had given up for
a designing woman, and blindly gropi ng
th rough the maze of complications
brought about by the breaking up of his
first home. A very timely story for our
age of multiple marriages !
In "The Story of Angela Poe" we have
the tale of a female writer of sugary romances with a background of a first husband's cold-blooded murder, in which the
author gives a number of interesting sidelights on writers and publishers: "Though
Mr. Thrushwood, like most successful
publishers, hardly ever wrote a book, he
had a remarkable nose for the promising
and the solid" ; " If authors were not
megalomaniacs, no books would ever get
written."

Moneyed Madness
AMERICA'S 60 FAMILIES. By Ferdinand Lundberg. The Vanguard Press,
New York. 1937. $3.75.

"T dominated
HE Unitedtoday
States is owned and
by a hierarchy of
sixty of the richest families, buttressed by

omin t th
nit
tat , functioning
ly und r d j11r d mocratic form
v rnm nt b hind which a de facto
go" rnmcnt, b luti t and plutocratic in
it lincam nt , h
g radually taken form
ince the i il
r. Thi de facto govactu II y th
overnment of
tate - informal, invisible,
shadowy. It is the o,· rnm ent of money
in a dollar dem cracy."
F rdinand Lundberg could hardly have
cha en a more dramatic opening to in·
troduce to u "money" as the ruthless
power which ru les our live and shapes
our desti nie thro ugh the instrumentality
of "A merica's 60 Families." The author
formed his first acquaintance with his
subject in the money-mart of America
while he was a member of the Wall Street
staff of the N ew Y ork H erald Tribune.
Hi s initial knowledge was gathered, and
his first impressions were formed during
the fateful years from 1927 to 1934, years
that include the highest pinnacle of the
"Amazing Prosperity" of the twenties,
and the lowest depth of the depression
as well as two presidential elections with
their revealing pre-election conventions
and campaigns. So profoundly stirred was
Lundberg by his observations that he set
about gathering facts, consulting records
of all sorts, consulting authorities wher•
ever he could find them until he could
present in this volume "an objective study
of the general social role of great fortunes," and so "shed at least a modicum
of light upon the paramount political
and social issue of today."
The mere statement that there is an
unprecedented concentration of wealth
within our country, is no news. The fact
is known in a general way and accepted
in a general way. The author presents this
generally known fact specifically. On
pages 26 and 27 the Sixty Families are
listed in a table conservatively estimating

Janllar
such families' actual wealth fr m income
tax records. Add to thi enorm u m ney
power in itself, the further con r I
ercised through directorate and del gated
voting power of stock owne by a h t
of small investors, and you b in to ha e
an inkling of an undreamed of overlordship. So enormous is the calth and
power concentrated in the e familie , o
intricately organized is thi dollar ari tocracy, that its continuation has Ion
since ceased to be depeqdent on the ability of the individual family member.
Wealth may and does frequently destr y
individual members of these families but
none can dissipate it. "The big fortunes
of America are mobilized in protective
P~alanxes that recall feudal dynastic
alignments wherein many small but powerful_ families pledge allegiance to one
dominant family of more th an average
strength, courage, daring and intelligence
and obtain mutual benefits."
'
"Whereas the titled dynasties of feudal Europe divided the continent territorially, their un-titled American capitalist
count_erparts divided their continent by industr~es." ... "The private banking partnerships and the informal alliances are
the ramparts behind which the dominant
families deploy."
. The author, then, proceeds to "inquire
into the contemporary utilization of the
gr_eat American fortunes," "in view of the
wide-spread rationalization which held
these fortunes to be a boon to society."
He reaches into the field of politics
~nd shows how the de jure government
15
made, how even the personally honest
~nd honorable government official is sehected, led, and directed by the unseen
and of the ruthless power· how the long
~rm of the de facto gove;nment reaches
i~to Latin America to bring about a
change of government by whatever means
t at may be done, how that same ruthless
Power, in order to safeguard investments
and insure
·
profits to the few forced
.
'
Amenca
into the World War perfectly
callous to the cost in blood and anguish to
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i done alon
the
of tock and
to
for the purp e of athering
in for pure
cula ion the pitiful savof the poor. ucce fol inv tment
brin
mall return to the inve tor down
the line but wealth i further enriched.
fi fortune
ipe out the small man' inestment but wealth has risked little or
nothin . There are b:ittles and wars between family roup and a Harriman dies
broken-he leave to his heirs only
100,000.00. Po er sometimes moves
from Morgan to Rockefeller. These
battles, like the late depression, leave their
ca ualtie on the field-but here too the
common oldier pays the price. Remember, Lundber speaks in terms of America's 60 Families, not of puny little fortunes of just a few millions of dollars.
The dynasties live and grow!

T

HE author carries his subject through
the .fields of politics, industry and commerce, education, philanthropy, the press.
In each the story shows much the same
lurid progression of intrigue, shameless
exploitation, utter contempt for the
masses. He is not by any means blind
to the advances made in all .fields. His
contention is that over each planned advance, the ugly appearance of greed for
power and ever more power throws a
sinister shadow. It is the shadow of a
veritable Frankenstein embodied in the
firmly established and ingeniously safeguarded ruling money dynasties, which,
unless its power is broken, threatens national ruin. The remedy the author suggests is embodied in the tax program
aimed particularly at the breaking up of
the very large fortunes at the point of
transfer from one generation to the next.
Reading
Lundberg's
well-written,
well-documented, excellently organized
book, the impression of an unseen baneful power grows, a power that takes
possession of men and uses them in a
ruthless fashion. It is inconceivable that
men, just men, could be so unspeakably

6

Th

it
'JCtlm
and e loit
to be the supreme
xample of
amm
the
h le world
when the price of posse sion i the loss
of the soul.
The hurch, if he is the Church of
God, animated and enlivened by His
spirit, must awake to the reality and the
sacredness of the second great commandment without which the first is a dead
letter, Let her members know life, and
speak in unmistakable terms, so that the
consciousness of social responsibility may
alleviate some of the pain and suffering
caused by greed and the uncontrolled lust
for power.-E. G . STEGER.

Hash from Harvard
APES, MEN, AND MORONS. By Earnest Albert Hooton. G. P. Putnam's
Sons, New York. 1937. 3.00.

T

HERE are few books of 300 pages
in which we have found so much
that meets our disapproval as in "Apes,
Men, and Morons." Prof. Hooton (he
teaches anthropology in Harvard) has at
various times addressed various societies
and clubs in a more or less wise-cracking
manner on the evolution of man, has contributed articles on the same subject to
various magazines, and has now gathered
these articles and talks under a misleading title between two covers. Physically,
that constituted a book. But Apes, Men,
and Morons completely lacks unity of
structure. As a discussion of apes and of
morons, it is far from filling the bill.
There is practically nothing said about
apes except that they are the ancestors of
men. The reference to morons is justified
by no more than six pages out of 300.
McCann's God or Gorilla?-written years

men.
ome races, we read, have curly hair
in tead of strai ht hair. Is there a survival value in ne or the other? Prof.
Hooton declares that there is a slight biological advantage in curly hair because
"it requires no permanent waves." This is
one of the most valuable judgments contained in the chapter which bears the
heading: "What Must We Do To Be
aved ?" Much earlier in the book Prof.
Hooton announces the "well-known biological principle" that ''the greater the
demands put upon an organ the larger it
becomes." He may have noted that the
lips of trombonists and the hands of pian·
ists become enlarged due to the demands
put upon them; I haven't. What is the
ancestor of man according to Prof. Hooton? The answer is "Tarsi us spectrum."
This creature "is the size of a small rat,
with a furry body terminated by a long
tail bare in the middle and hairy at both
ends. It has monstrous eyes, seemingly
directed forward, very large ears and a
pinched and retracted snout. Its ankle
bones are enormously elongated (whence
the name Tarsi us). It hops on its hind
legs like a miniature kangaroo." In an·
other chapter, when the professor finds
himself in trouble with genetics, he prom·
ises to confine himself "to morphological
and metrical description and comparison."
And is not the morphology of Tarsius
and of man an almost perfect example of
coincidence? Both have that "furry body
terminated by a long tail, hairy at both
ends," both possess the same "pinched
and retracted snout," and both "hop on
their hind legs," as they flit from branch
to branch. . . .
Of course, there is in this survey of
mankind from Tarsius to Mrs. Simpson

]anuar
(page 285: "we started out 1th a tr e
shrew and ended up with fr . impson
-there is on this Ion tr il many a
doubtful transition. cience bridge them
by natural selection; but Prof. Hooton
admits that when we try to apply Darwin's theory to details, we are "baffled
by lack of evidence." He believes that
"many anatomical features of man" may
be explained by natural selection but he
adds: "I do not know of one in which it
can be proved." Just how fi h turned into
land animals we don't know but it is
sufficient to have the authority of Harvard
University to know that it happened. W e
are told on page 79: "J ust how the fi ns
developed into limbs is still a mysterybut they did." Nothing else; if this is not
po~tificating on a scien tific subject, wh at
1S 1t?
And let none hereafter reproach us
angrily wi th misrepresentation when we
charge evolutionary science with m aking
of man a descendant of the ape. P rof.
Hooton says just this not once but w ith
mo_not_onous repetition. Originally an ape
swinging from branch to branch man
starts on his upward evolution by 'taking
fr~m the trees to the ground. But a
bnef, though to us the most important
chapter in the book, is devoted to a survey of the difficulties that stand in the
way of supplying the scientific proof for
all_ this. Prof. Hooton concedes the crucial
point, that the possibility of advancing
1
n development by the inheritance of fa~orable adaptations, is absolutely lacking
1
~ proof. In the twenty-seven years of
his acquaintance with anthropology he
has gained no knowledge which w'ould
~how how evolution came about. Mutation
oesn't help, " since nearly all mutations
~e deleterious and unfavorable. " Still,
.. rr all, m an originated from the ape
rom an irrepressibly noisy and babbling
type. of ape" ( and the author seems to
cbnsider irrepressible noisiness an admir~ le trait, for he says, a few pages later,
f none need be ashamed to have sprung
rom an ape," page 58).
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HE problem of ori in is not touched.
Ho ever, belief in a God is hardly
compatible with uch entences as these,
recurring throu hout the book: "Fossil man
made himself from an ape and created
human culture" (page 105). Still, Prof .
Hooton has nothing but scorn for those
who disagree with his view of the change
hich made the tree-dwelling ape adopt
a life on the ground, for instance, the
opinion of those
ho believe that a
change of climate killed the forests in
the abode of the ancestral anthropoids,
and forced the latter to the ground. H e
ridicules these theorizers thus: " ome may
imagine our ancestors squatting on their
h aunches in the primate G arden of Eden,
watching the trees shrivel up, and sayi ng
amongst themselves, 'Fellow apes, w e
m ust now arise upon our hi nd legs and
earn our bread in the sweat of our brows,
instead of eating of the fruit of the trees.' "
Hooton, instead , incl ines to the view that
some intrepid ape " fed up with a diet of
shoots, be rries, fruits , and nuts, having
d escended to g et a drink and stretch his
legs, decided to take a chance on the
g round, questing, no doubt, for ampler
supplies of Vitamins A , B, C, D, and E."
We are not sure that this collection
of addresses and articles will convince an
unprejudiced reader of the evolution of
man from ape. To that scheme we would
apply what the author says in another connection : " Science pursues a foolish and
possibly fatal policy when it tries to keep
up its bluff of omniscience in matters of
which it is still woefully ignorant."
Or what do you make of such reasoning as this: when the ape, "due to superior intelligence and initiative" descended
from the trees, he " at the very cross-roads
of evolution, took the right turning. He
chose the difficult path which led upward
toward humanity. Now the quadruped had
to be remade, by dint of all sorts of organic shifts and compromises. The axis
of the trunk had to be shifted from the
horizontal to the vertical" (page 25). Let
us stop here. An ape "chooses" the path

I,

· rs i
d ' ncem nt, by uintelli ence, "initi ti ," choice,
n compromi , of an office b y to producti n mana er. 'hatever thi may be,
it i n't science, and the b k a und
in such a sumptions of Purpo e directin the line of evolution. The ar ument
alks on two broken crutches-Lamarckiani m and natural selection, and for either
supposition Mr. Hooton fails to produce
the evidence.
There are between these covers 122
pages that justify the position which the
professor holds in a great
ni ersitythe essays dealing with race and racial
types. These are excellent and might have
made a fine book-a smaller one than
Apes, Men, and Morons.

Book-of-the-Month
Gone Wrong
THE TURNING WHEELS. By Stuart
Cloete. Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston.
1937. $2.50.
NE can readily understand why this
intensely interesting and deeply
impressive novel was selected for the
"November Book of the Month." It offers
to the reader a new motif-a theme intensely fascinating and irresistibly compelling. It is just "outlandish" enough
to make it piquant, yet at the same time
also sufficiently sentimental to touch a
sympathetic chord in the reader's soul.
It is sublime, grand, depicting as it does
a sincere, gallant people in a stupendous
enterprise-the always absorbing venture
of trekking for a new home. Toughfibred, liberty-loving Boers, hardened
descendants of puritan Dutch immigrants,
when pressed and harassed by the ever
supercilious British, leave Cape Town in
the same year in which an equally gallant
band of Saxon pilgrim fathers left Ger-

0

ur nited tates free.
d m of c n cienc and rcli 10n. Slowly
n<l p infully they trek north for two
hol year , ·p ri ncin during this time
b th tr dy an comedy. On their trek
th y murder pp in Kaffirs and hostile
Zulu , and are in r turn, in large part
at 1 • t, destroy d by the combined Kaffir.
Zulu forces. uch a scene and setting
will of course fascinate the romantic
reader of the story. There is an indescribably wild, yet also attractive grandeur in
the venture of the trekking Boers, who
are faced with the problem of the survival of the fittest, or let us say, of the
strongest. But alas, the story is dirty, too,
unspeakably filthy in places, so that decent readers become thoroughly disgusted
with the writer and his characters, and
finally, when the overwhelming K~rZulu bands, protected by their onrush1~g
herds, attack mad Hendrik's camp in
"Canaan" and exterminate the whole
Jaager with all its men, women, and children the reader feels himself strangely
relie~ed, tragic though the occurrence may
be; just as one experiences a feeling_ of
relief when he reads of the fire and bnm·
stone sent down upon wicked Sodom to
destroy the beastly perverts of that ob·
noxious place. A brief survey of the
multiform dirt heaped up in Cloete's story
will show the following: Hendrik van der
Berg, the leader and hero of the emigrant
Boers, is enamored of the sixteen-year•
old heroine of the tale, shoots his son
when the latter seduces her, marries her
immediately after this foul murder, abuses
her in his perverse frenzy and finally
lives in adultery with Louisa, a yellow
girl, who at the same time, as rumor has
it, is enamored of a black driver of the
Boers. Sannie van Reenen, heroine of !h.e
romance, lustful, oversexed, has an il11c1}
affair with Herman van der Berg, son
the leader, and though rendered enceinte
by him, marries Hendrik, Herman's father,
yet finally, disgusted with the brutal sen·
suality of the patriarch, elopes with Zw~rt
Piete, another Boer adulterer, who, prior

°

January 1938
to this, had joined fohammedao la ·e
traders in their nefarious business an
had thus become rich.
ld Jappie de
Jong, husband of Mevrou Anna de Jong,
commonly called Aunt Anna, perhaps the
best of the characters, commits adultery
with libidinous Louisa, the yellow concubine of Hendrik's later passion. When
Louisa gives birth to her illegitimate
child, Aunt Anna bestows upon the bastard girl baby her own name, justifying
the action of her husband ( now fortunately kiIIed by Kaflirs) with the fact
that also in the Old Testament the saints
of. God kept concubines. But enough of
this pollution! Equally horrible as the
perversion of the men is their almost
satanic brutality. They destroy without
m~rcy, poor Kaffirs being their ordinary
0
bJects of butchery. But if necessary they
murder also their own flesh and blood
as Hendrik shoots down Herman when
the lad had fallen in love with the girl
w~om he desired for himself. Together
with lust and bloodthirstiness the story
reeks with blasphemy. The crimes which
these raving madmen commit are justified
by mock-serious reference to the numerous
tra~_sg:essions of the patriarchs and other
preem10ent leaders of sacred history.
Aunt Anna thus readily condones the
con~ubinage of her husband Jappie with
Louisa, her yellow maid because in the
Old Testament concubinag'e was in vogue·
and
. 1ater Hendrik van der Berg excuses'
himself for consorting with Louisa on
the gr~und that it was his prerogative to
e _fruitful and multiply. The sheer in~aruty of all this ! The author lies and
/~eives by the name and Word of the
;ving God! However, the most revolting
e ~~ent in this combination of filth, brut~ tty, and blasphemy is its utter falsity
0
fact, the fraud of misrepresentation
perpetrated under the pretense of historical
1·
k rea ism. The reviewer has personally
now~ some Boers, but none of them
ask like the characters glorified in this
00
d · They were honest, earnest, clean,
an upright men and women who sur-
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vived an triumphed over untold hardships and almost inconceivable difficulties
ju t because they ere godly in their profession and pure in their conduct. We
admit of course that not all of the Boers,
living under circumstances so trying as
those in southern Africa, were saints ; but
to besmirch a whole worthy people in
the manner in which the author does this
by attaching to them the worst vices imaginable, is an offense against truth, both
real and literary. The reader obtains the
impression that the writer in his tale
portrays his own psyche, and all the
moral offenses and disgraces which he
unloads upon the Boers fall back upon
his own head with smashing force. It is ·
regrettable that this book has been made
a "book of the month," for this advertising will bring it to the notice of scores
of persons.
HE reviewer has for some time tried to
select from the lists of modern novels
enough titles to make up a "library" for
senior school children. So far his search
has been largely in vain; our modern
works of fiction contain so much that is
self-righteous and self-sufficient, impure
and blasphemous, intrinsically untrue and
reprobate that it is almost impossible to
discover a few that may be placed into
the hands of youthful readers who still
value decency. But it may be argued that
perhaps the author purposely described
his characters as so wretchedly profligate
and incurably perverse in order that he
might justify their final destruction by a
just and angry Providence, just as Scripture presents sin only to reprove it. There
is, however, no trace of such lofty hortatory design in the book. The filth, brutality, and blasphemy are depicted because,
as it seems, the writer has pleasure in what
is sordid or putrid. We cannot recommend the book to our readers. Author
Cloete, writing his Turning Wheels, did
not do the Boers a good turn. His unholy work will do great injury to the
unwary.-JOHN THEODORE MUELLER.
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f Fr nee, i
hi ric l n
the Tempi
there. Ho · r th
ve op r uni y f te
pc r nee of num r us cl im
inheri ance.
n of h
· illiam , ·pi cop Ii n mi i n
the American In ian
•ho
began to as ert th t he
dauph in." He claim
to
brought to America by n
ent of the
royal family, after hi
cape from the
Temple had been killfully arrang . Williams' resemblance to the Bourbon wa
very striking, but eventuaJly his claims
were discredited. Another prominent
1aundorff
claimant was the Prussian
whose assertions were never holly disproved, and as recently as 1911 the French
Senate appointed a commission to investigate a petition for French citizenship presented by his descendants.
The mystery surrounding the dauphin's fate and the plausibility of the
assertions made by such claimants have
been the material with which numerous
historical novels and books have been
woven together. Mary Hartwell Catherwood's Lazarre deals with the pretentions of Eleazar Williams.
It was to be expected that Sabatini,
who has been called "The Modern Dumas" would sooner or later make the
story of Louis Charles the basis for one
of his novels, and for this reviewer his
story of The Lost King was as interesting as most of the novels by the elder
Dumas. In fact, dealing as it does with
a period of French history when morals
were at a low ebb, it is remarkably free
from the erotic episodes which have made

An Abiding Vi ion of
th Fa cinating
TIIE llERITAGE OF THE CATHE·
DR l. y artell Prentice. 309 ~P·
plu inde
f 20 pa es and 41 dia•
ram and illustration . Printed by
uinn and Boden Co., Inc., for Wil•
liam
orrow and
mpa.ny, New
ork, 1936. 3.50.
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1919 Jetta . Wolff wrote the _story
of the Paris churches. he dechcated
her b ok to the heroes of the Battle of
the Marne. In that book she gathered
together the curious and peaceful legends
of the great Paris churches in memory
of those who had died in the war. You
breathed more quickly as you read the
history of churches that were built 5_0
long ago that even the memory of their
first builders has almost been lost. Lead
coffins make good bullets and even the
caskets of kings are not spared when men
are to be slain. We believed, surely, that
this was what we have always sought
to make architecture warm and real and
living, and not distant in its high vaults
and stony silence.
.
"From Rameses to Rockefeller," wnt·
ten by the editor of the Jo urn al of the
American Institute of Architects, C. B.
Whitaker-the man who wrote the charm·
ing "Autobiography of an Idea"-con·
tributed in a beautifully clear way to

]a uar

mn
experien

in

thought •hich h uld n
the read in an
His refer nee t
ui
"Kindergart n Ch t " hi
the scene in hi h me in th
hills where an old m n r, d
and reminJed him of "H n
sat and san , of the m j t
movement in the Path tiqu ,
end of "Don Juan" nd th
ben," are pricel . Th only thin which
we can think of, at the m m nt, f r comparison would b Ruskin' lecture on "The
Relation of Art to Rel i ion " deli ered
at Oxford in 1870.
'
In 1936 another book on architecture
-specifically the architecture of churches
appeared, dedicated to the author' father
who was a major and fou ht in the Civil
War. Just what relati n war heroes have
to the architecture of churches is a bit
beyond us, but they seem to make worthy
dedications.
Dr. Sartell Prentice has given us a
rare book for our day and age. He has
made the great cathedrals of the Old
World tell the fascinating stories of what
men believed, of how they lived and
worked. Into the space that lies between
pavements and vaults between arches and
glo_rious stained-glas; windows, he has
Written a history of religion, of thought
~nd ~motion. He has made rough almost
inarticulate stone masons-curiously ob~essed glass workers-hooded monkish
111 ummators-cleareyed
.
'
German
wood
carvers-long forgotten nameless churchmen, come to our desk and speak to us
abo_ut the fascinating maze of truth and
:ct~on, of Scripture and legend, of sym_oltsm, statuary, pageantry, liturgy and
ritual. To meet them is to love them. If
you want an experience with great men
whose lives were dominated by the
Church, as their towns were dominated

rom nee
h r
n th ti le p e
ro,·e the
uro . or t ·el e
·ith him to prei nific nt tr ti e on th life of
uty. A cour
f fi ty thou and mile
b hor e, donke or camel; b · tr in, motor
or canal b t; from Durham in En land
to f unt inai lie re ·ealed in these
splendidly made page . As you read, you
know that thi man h
not borrowed
fr m oth r -that he h
wandered an
of ten lonely and hard road to recapture
for u the secret of building, whether in
stone arches or spans of steel.
The soul of a poet and dreamer lives
happily in this expert writer on a h ighly
technical subject. Carlyle would have been
proud to write of the interior of the
great churches as Prentice writes of "The
Holy ight"-"What a vigil one might
keep in the old cathedral when the sun
had set and the .Bame of his setting had
faded from the West Rose window; when
the aisles were flooded with a moonlight
turned into purple and crimson and gold
by the alchemy of windows of jewelled
glass! What a vigil one might keep when,
in the hush of midnight, the great dead
awoke and came up from the crypt, out
from the pavements, and down from the
walls, to tell again the stories of Navas
de Tolosa and of Tagliacozzo.
"Coeur-de-Lion, beneath the vaults of
Fontevrault, might tell how he scattered
the armies of Saladin at Jaffa. The Black
Prince, from the ambulatory of Canterbury, could tell how he captured a king
of France at Poitiers; and who would
not listen when, in the nave of Seville,
the Great Admiral told of the night when,
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oul
men

·h

bu
ho e fe t nc
·h
fin r hel
on of he Holy
for h
alt r. , rayed o th e m rble int , nd
her d ren th
fort from the lips of other men ho, Ion
ince, b came also 'pulvis et cineres.' "
In chapter se en, his summary-"The
End of the Ancient
orld," compresses
into four pages more evaluation of wh3.t
happened between the Edict of
ilan
and the coming of the Lombards than we
have ever seen before in so short a space.
You will be fascinated, as we were, by the
captivating titles and contents of such
chapters as these, "The Gifts of Ignorance," "The G ifts of Fear," "The G ifts
of nbelief," "The Great Gift of an Impatient Horse," " T he Way Men Lived,"
"The W ay Men T hought." H e finds in
the great churches, which he rebuilds for
us, the work of men who believed profoun dly in God. F or him high arches reveal the lofty idealism of the age, its disdain for the visible, and the hearty conviction that faith in the Unseen is the
greatest power in the world.
The second portion of this work deals
with The Archeology of the Cathedral.
We dislike the way in which Dr. Prentice
juggles the B.C. figures around to give
himself the long leeway of so-called prehistoric developments. His chapter on
" Bells" contains considerable material
of interest, but even then it cannot be
compared with H. B. Walters' "Church
Bells" written nearly twenty years ago.
His work on "The Romance and Tragedy
of Cathedral Glass" is remarkably fascinating, particularly since he shows how
Rome was not always the sponsor of the
arts, especially not in its monastic orders.

, an our o n, we would
a ·hile longer in the
of the reat churches of
ith a man who knows and
th m a our author does. But the
t :..- nti th century l v so little time for
dr min , leave o little time to trans•
late the color f a ro e window, with the
dying sun pouring throu h it, into emo•
tion, and to interpret its circular form
a a symbol for the eternity to which we
and the builders and designers of great
ages, now past, are bound. After you have
heard this man speak of what has gone
into the great churches of Christendom
you will never walk the pavements be·
neath their lofty arches alone again. The
marks of men in living stone, the colored
dreams of men carried up and up into the
highest vaults, in jeweled glass and lovely
fig ures, the fai th of men clearly outlined
in the vigorous symbols of the Godhead
- they will all speak to you again with
voices out of the long ago and tell you
that perhaps it was not so sad a matter
after all to live in an age when the house
of God was greater and more lovely than
all the houses of the children of men and
when the temples of the money-changers
had not yet built up a beautiful fo:e·
front for our great cities behind which
the dirt and the filth and the hunger
of forgotten people still raise a cry to
that God who needeth not to dwell in
man-made walls.

The Other Side
HOW TO LOSE FRIENDS AND ALI·
ENATE PEOPLE. By Irving D. Tress•
ler. Stackpole Sons, New York. 1937,
$1.49.
T HARDLY seems fair to accord this
book a serious review since it was
composed expressly as a burlesque in far·
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Win Friends And hP11
a way, of cour e, th
certain amount of value. fi I
optimistic promise , light-h
today are everywh re fl ckin in 1 r e
numbers to claptrap p udo-p rcholo i t ,
who assure them that by ome ma ic
formulre they may in an e traor inary
manner win friend and influence people,
in short, secure, by some short-cut
method, phenomenal success in impr ing upon others the values of their personality. These words are not aimed so
much at the number-one personality success book recently reviewed in these
columns; for Dale Carnegie, quite sincerely and soberly, admitted that his book
was a "fluke," and that it does "not help
my classes as much as I expected," as
rather at the "Everybody-love-everybodycult" methods which infest our presentday book and magazine markets to an
alarming extent. The trouble with this
new fake literature is that it is not intrinsically true, and so some antidote is
neede_d to put a halt to the silly goose
st~ppmg after these success-promising
Pied Pipers, some discerning Cervantes
to write a withering Don Quixoteextravaganza in order that the fools of
our generation may be restored to their
senses: The success formulre, so glowingly
prescribed, simply don't work out and
th·
b is our success-seeking enthusiasts ' must
e shown. The magic carpet simply won't
fly through the air! Just this is what

6
r' b•1rl sq11e is to ho •. But he
equ te to the di
e. The
t o sup rfid I; hi method

. There is in his tra esty
nothin
tie compellin subtlety of
far T ·ain
ith ·hich he caricatured
hri ti n cience; nothin of the rich,
full mature, mellow atire with which
ervante ridiculed the romantic chivalry
xtrava aoce of hi day. The
riter's
methods them elves are claptrap and, ery
often, directly so offensive that no Christian can peru e his eructations with a dear
conscience. Everywhere he offends good
taste and trans resses the fundamental
canons of good breeding. H is mistake is
that he always goes too far, that by his
over-done comics he arouses disgust. Of
course, there are grains of truth in his
extravagant prescriptions. M ark Twain"s
recipe that the humorist must know the
facts to distort them seems to have been
fully known to the author. But this does
not justify his crude methods and his
grotesque approaches. Those who read the
book must do so for just what it is intended to be--a farce. But they will
be much better off, much less cynical,
much less disappointed, if they do not
peruse it. A dollar forty-nine cents is a
lot of money to waste on a book which
leaves so much bad taste in one's mouth.
From the Christian point of view its existence cannot be justified at all; there
are better ways to teach the lessons which
it purposes to inculcate.-J. THEODORE
MUELLER

* * *
The following is the oath taken by the Justices of the Supreme Court of the United States: "I do solemnly swear that I
will administer justice without respect to persons, and do equal
right to the poor and the rich; and that I will faithfully discharge all the duties incumbent on me as Judge, according to
the best of my abilities and understanding, agreeably to .the
Constitution and the laws of the United States, so help me
God."

Each month THE CR · ·T presents a check list of important
articles in le ing magazines
which will be of interest to
our readers.

Atlanti Monthly
A Tooth for Paul Revere
By STEPHEN VINCENT BENET

Although we seldom call attention
to the short stories appearing in various periodicals, the Atlantic Monthly
for December leads off with an unusual imaginative story "A Tooth for
Paul Revere.'' Benet's only collection
of short stories, Thirteen O'clock, is
reviewed in this issue of THE CRESSET. In "A Tooth for Paul Revere"
he does the same thing he did in his
famous short story "Death and Daniel
Webster" and does it exceedingly
well. Although Benet's field is poetry,
there are few better practitioners of
the art of short story writing in
America today.

Th plit in a Democratic
Party
By J.

FRED ·RICK

SSARY

Mr. Essary, the Washington correspondent for the Baltimore ~rm
newspaper, examines the present s1_tu•
ation in Washington. His conclus10n
is "that we have in the present Ad·
ministration a vast system of govern·
ment set up and ruled almost wholly
by the mind and the policies of a
single individual." Mr. Essary seems
to think that Mr. Roosevelt will run
again in 1940.

Scribner's
Miller McCiintock
By

THOMAS SUGRUE

In a fascinating article Mr. Sugrue
presents the man, who more than ~ny
other single individual, is respons1bl~
for the careful study of the laws ~
automobile traffic. Mr. McClintock 5
book Street Traffic Control has be·
come the basis for all subsequent ap·
64
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Ja,mar

roaches to one of m ric
pressing problem . He intr u e the
term "friction'' into tr ffic tu
which is today the es enti l oint of
departure in all studie of th problem.

Harper'
Convulsion in the Orient
By

NATHANIEL PEFFER

The author of this article is acclaimed as "one of the wi est and
best-informed students of
riental
affairs." His analysis of the possible
results of the \YI ar in China is both
sensational and sober. He does not
c~aim to know what will happen. He
aims only to suggest the various and
complex possibilities that seem open.
WhIChever of the possibilities eventually becomes history, the future for
Japan is envisioned as gloom and
futT
i ity. The article demonstrates once
more the truth that victories in war
:ay _be only ~ragic illusions and that
. ar is a mania whose roots lie deep
in human sinfulness and perversion.

An Observer Warns the
Church
By

ROLLO WALTER BROWN

h Although the warnings of the au\ or are based upon a conception of
t e Church and its task with which
we ~annot agree, his article merits
consideration because of its under~tan~ing of the dangers which are
imminent in the process of institu-

ire to become
or niz tion ccordin to
th
rd of the
orl i an
aby in hi h m ny a church lies
ruined.
e v lue of thi article lies
chiefly in its emphasis upon the reality of the e pitfalls for the churches
of tod y. Both churchmen and laity
ill read these
arnings with
thoughtful interest.
r

Word-Trouble Among the
Economists
By

STUART CHASE

It is impossible to refrain from
directing attention to this further significant contribution of Stuart Chase
to the cause of sanity and thoughtfulness in the use of words. The irrelevance of many of the abstractions of
economics to the real economic problems of our day is due, so the author
argues, to the loose use of economic
jargon. Not until we really know
what we are talking about will we
be able to understand and to approach
a solution of our economic difficulties.
Both Rightists and Leftists will be
profitably chastened by the study of
this article.

Forum
Where Jews Succeed
By

LOUIS

I.

NEWMAN

Rabbi Newman of New York replies with fervor to the article of
Maurice Feuerlicht: "Where the Jews
Fail." (September Forum.) The

fz

Lif
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China Takes Her Stand
By

MADAM E C HIANG K/.I-SHEK

The American-educated wife of the
head of the Chinese government and
army describes minute by minute a
Japanese air raid which she observed
in Nanking on October 12. The raid
lasted from 2 :42 P.M. to 3 :20 P.M.
The plea which the article makes for

and Lit rature
ARY

M.

C OLUM

This re iew of a series of recent
books on psychic research against the
background of Ernest Hemingway's
latest novel To Have and Have Not
is significant for its criticism of much
of our contemporary writing a~d a~so
for its revelation of the growing m·
terest in the psychic and extramun·
dane. This interest is strange only
to those who refuse to recognize the
ruins of a materialistic civilization.
It ought also to mean something for
the church of our day.

* * *
The Roman Catholic Church is entering upon a most significant revival of interest in the music of Palestrina. Some time
ago the Columbia Masterwork Series added his "Missa Brevis"
to their lists. Before that the renowned "Improperia" sung by
the Sistine Choir had already been recorded. Both are excellently
done.

will d I ·ith co.. rdin i n
i • The future requ ir
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Portland, Oregon

Black and Blacker
IR:

Books

urely, for distortion of facts and
truths and one-sided representation of issues, the Chicago Tribune and the Hearst
papers have nothing on THE CRESSET.
I refer to your editorial: "Black 1927 vs.
Black 1937."
You write: "He knows the crushing
power of brevity." Why didn't he use this
"power of brevity" before, when there
was still a chance to appear as a man,
honest and upright of purpose? He knew
very well why he did not say any more
in his radio address. He could not. He
was absolutely crushed. He had already
said enough to humiliate himself in the
eyes of all true and liberty-loving Americans. He could not have made a bigger
fool of himself, if he had spoken the
entire thirty minutes. The evidence was
too strong against him. Why did he not
state what he had meant with the words
he used in opposing the confirmation of
Judge Tate to the interstate commerce
commission in 1930: "Show me the kind
of steps a man made in the sand five
years ago and I will show you the kind
of steps he is likely to make in the sand
five years hence." Why did he not state
what he meant when in accepting his card
of life-membership in the Klan he said
according to the stenographic report: "I
realize that I was elected by men who
believe in the principles that I have
sought to advocate and which are the

and the Future

SIR:
THE CRESSET supplies a long-felt
nee~~an aid in the adjustment of the
Christian in relation to the world of
human thought and aspiration. We need
to be more conscious of the subordination
of intellectual activity to spiritual truth.
Too often academic pronouncements loom
fr~ater in importance than matters of
?th _and spiritual life. The presentations
0
this relationship penned by its editors
make th eu
· thoughts and expressions value? . reading. The pictorial section is a
st
ntng feature. Continue it !
. our Book Reviews are excellent. A
review of the Literary Scene becomes
m~re important as the power of the
frinted word increases. Henry A. Walace, Secretary of Agriculture believes
that th
' to come
e nature of the great books
~a~ reaffirm the sanctity of life of free
~t~~• of r_oom for individual' growth.
T. e openmg of the recent New York
tmes National Book Fair he said "Most
~~
'
g people of the next generation
are
not ·
th gorn~ to read the powerful books of
th!Jast. if they can avoid it. But many of
read the pt>werful books of the
futurewill
. now bemg
.
tr
· .The
. stage 1s
set. T he
1
f u Y signtficant books of the immediate
uture in both the economic and scien-
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ell he
mi t e fift
·ould
ou kin I
from h t t ·eh-e minu e ptteh ·her
·ith
much
ne yll ble he a mit cJ
tha he "ha m de a mis ke''? I h e
read and re-read , and al o he rd over
the radio, that mi erable defeo e an am
ab olutely unable to find any such admission. D id he not rather silently admit
that he need ed the help of thi devili h
01ganization in order to be electe , and
publicly avowed its principles? D o you
call that honesty, and worthy of a man
to be a member of the highe t court of
our land? . . . In fact, the entire thing is
such a miserable excuse, that any man of
honesty and integrity, Christian or no
Christian, should be ashamed of it, especially when that man during the time
his appointment was up for confirmation
in the senate and the charge of his K KK
mem bership was leveled against him, sat
by s ilently, again knowing full well , that
he could not have been confirmed h ad the
full truth been known.
And of this man you have the audacity to say : " We are glad he is there."
I suppose you would be glad too, if
Roosevelt had succeeded in putting over
his scheme of packing the Court, and we
would now have six KKKs on the bench
instead of one.
S. A. JEDELE
Wilmot, Wisconsin

SIR:
The first issue of THE CRESSET at
hand. Both make-up and contents exceeded my expectations. Most serious exceptions are taken to the third article under "Notes and Comments." And here
are the reasons:
"So Hugo L. Black is now a member
of the Supreme Court-We are glad he
is there." This viewpoint is made accept•

u h re in
u ti
IC
. n mel}'. "th t he had made
fif t n ·c r
, and that he
it."
did fate that he had
u Klu Kl n and that he had
dr p d i . Hi
ii nee during the time
hi a ointm nt to the bench was up for
confirmati n before the
enate, when
oic
kin a · out hi pos ible former
ffili tion ith the Klan ere raised, indie te that he did not regard his step•
pin out of the Klan as a rectification of
a mistake. As an pportunist ( one who
adapts hi action to expediency-in this
instance with a sacrifice of principle) he
joined, a an opportunist he qu it, as an
opportunist he maintained silence durin_g
the interval from his appointment to his
confirmation . But the end, first the Senate
and then the Supreme Court, seemed to
justify the means.
What difference does it make from
wha t sou rces th e d isclosures of affiliation
emanated ? An ob jective study of the facts
did bring "a loyal champion of the Roosevelt policies" to demand the removal of
Justice Black from the Supreme Court. .
While one can say in general that 1t
is the American w ay to give everyone
" the right to retrace steps, to blot o~t
black marks, and to go on to new hon·
zoos," this is not strictly true. Artide I,
Section 3, Paragraph 7 of the Constitu·
tion states: "Judgment of cases of im·
peachment shall n ot extend furth er than
removal from office, and DISQUALIFI·
CATION TO HOLD AND ENJOY
ANY OFFICE OF HONOR, TRUST,
OR PROFIT UNDER THE UNITED
STATES." "New horizons" are out of
the picture in some instances. The Chris·
tian way is to forgive the penitent sinner
not only once but seventy times seven
times, and to lay nothing in his way that
would hinder him from going on to new
horizons ; at times, however, prudence
may dictate the policy of refraining fro~
placing a man of shady past into a pos1·
tion of special prominence. No, the Amer·
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iovi : It i refr hin to pie
u
journal in •hich movie tar are conpicuou hr th ir bsence.
!y choice
· uld be to omit that feature.
fA DE

SIR:
I, too, feel like cheerin for the underdog, but hen I am fairly cert in th:it
the Black appointm nt i but a link in
the chain th t i b in
I e for the
shackling of the lib rties of the American
people, I lo e my nthusiasm.
The silver linin of the Black appointment is that the people may see the
kind of supreme court appointments they
can expect during this administration.
I supposed supr me court judges were
distinguished jurists broad-minded, unbiased. From polic~ judge and senator
and then elevated to the upreme court
bench by our President indicates lack of
interest in the welfare of our country.
The coup of the Brazilian dictator
serves as a warning of what will happen
to us unless we u se all of our infl uence
t~ preserve our democracy and oppose
dictatorship.
Will religious freedom and freedom
of the press then be a thing of the past?
We all know the answers.
W. A. REINERT
St. Joseph, Missouri

SIR:
I like your article on Black 1937 vs.
Black 1927 . I never had sympathy for the
Ku Klux Klan, but many whom we
Would not expect to support such an organization, were associated with it. Of
co~rse, it was decidedly unethical to receive support from both the Klan and
th?se who opposed it. However, I do not
think that Mr. Black's one-time affiliation
With the Klan should bar him from mem~ership in the Supreme Court. I do think
It passing strange that President Roosevelt neither heard the Black broadcast nor
commented upon the appointment. He is
doubtless convinced that Justice Black
Will loyally support the New Deal.

A.

HOL fES

Dayton, Ohio

[Eo. ·oTE. It ha1 been impoJJible to
p,inJ more th,m
fraction of the let1er1
receit-ed on the problem invofoed in Justice Bl ells appointment to the Supreme
Court. Since u•e consider the iHue sufficient/) aired our columm are cloud Jo
f11rther comment on the rnbject.]

Somewhat Confusing
IR:

A long-awaited copy of Vol. I, o. 1
of THE CRESSET lies before me, and offers
an opportunity for one of the favorite
pastimes of a student-saying something
about something. H ere is T HE CR.ESSET
picked to shreds from cover to cover, commended and condemn ed, read and reread .
T HE CRESSET was offered to two
journalism instructors and one librarian.
Their reactions were quite interesting.
1. I thought the name of the publication w as CRESCENT until I read the name
several times. That's because the name on
the cover is so hard to disting uish. It is
distinctive, but not very distinct.
2. The essays which are the first
feature of the magazine are excellent.
Especially that one about "Abie. "
3. The essays are bigoted. The people
who wrote them forgot to come off the
pulpit and get down to earth. Too
preachy.
4. Essays are superbly written.
5. What does CRESSET mean? [Torch
or Fire-basket-ED.]
6. Why is the one article headed
"Alembic?" People who open a magazine
and see such an unfamiliar word head an
article are not led to read the article, but
to avoid it. (This from the journalism
instructor.)
7. Excellent art work. Some of the
best we have seen.
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ou continue the
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10. • hat i the meanin of the symbol on the rear cover? [Don'J now. Belongs in arJ deparlment-Eo.]
11. That " Pilgrim" talks more like a
prophet sometimes.
These are the reactions of three people
to THE CRESSET. Their ideas look pretty
good in spots. ow for a few of my personal reactions.
1. May THE CRESSET die before it
supports itself with revenue from patent
medicines and cigarettes. Let THE CRESSET advertise itself.
2. The list of editors is imposing and
well chosen. Will THE CRESSET correspond with members of our church, lay
members, who are able to contribute articles on subjects in which they are experts?

[Yes-En.}
3. Commendable is the introduction of
Walter A. Hansen as music critic. May he
long continue to review music and opinionated artists. Particularly fine is his constant mention of recordings of the music
he mentions.
4. Continue the art section. Cut down
the length of the book reviews. Movie reviews would be rather dangerous unless a
reviewer would be given rather free rein.
Then the reviews would be twice as dangerous. But get someone who is capable
of judging both the morals, photography,
actions of the star and the acting as a
whole. A combination of the first three
( which are common) and the last ( which
is rare) would make your movie review
distinctive.
May a few of the points mentioned in
this criticism of THE CRESSET help the

Gu

Who

JR:

It hasn't taken me all this time to read
my RESSET, but I am rereading it and
enjoyin it all the more. If I'm not careful it will make me a student all over
again! I, too, took down my "Virgil" but
had to put it back. I like to identify each
of the editor's work and I find myself
saying, "That sounds like . . . talking."
FLORENCE KOCH
Cleveland, Ohio

Thank You
SIR:

We congratulate you and your editorial associates on the very excellent first
issue of THE CRESSET. It is an arduous
but very worthy task you have set your•
selves to, and you have our sincere best
wishes and blessings.
The American reading public needs
just such a torch, just such a burning
light as you have so ably set upon the
walls of the church to enable it to find
that which is of value in the bewildering
multiplicity of literature, the arts and
public affairs plying the presses of ~ur
land today. We know of no magazine
among the many published today that can
so well justify its existence. May you
never weary in your well doing and may
your reward be the realization of "a re·
turning consciousness of the total presence
of the Christian in the Kingdom of God
and in the world."
Augsburg Publishing House
By FRISBIE L. YOUNG
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Contrib to s

oble s-

THE

examination of Li/e and
Look in this is ue is from the
pen of Eric C. alte, pastor of Im-

1

a

t s

E HO LD like to emphasize
again that contributions to THE
CRESSET are welcome from hatever
source they may come. ~ e shall be
especially happy to
examine the work
of comparatively unknown writers who
have something to
say and say it well.

manuel Church, Braddock, Pa. ndoubtedly a careful
examination of this
new development in
American journalism
is both timely and
important.
Recent
figures indicate that
the Daily News of
New York serves
3,000,000 people a
day. Life has a circulation of 1,5 00,000
a week; L o ok,
2,000,000 every second week; PhotoHist0ry, in the neighborhood of
l~0,000 quarterly. From amateurs,
Life alone receives 200,000 batches
of photographs every day. We shall
undoubtedly return to the signifi~ance of this phenomenon in future
issues of THE CRESS ET.

The
Editor's

_R

T HE present
w ri t ing the
Editors a r e s t ill
wrestling with the
question : Shall th e
motion picture be
reviewed in THE
CRESSET? The opinions of our readers seem to be evenly
divided. We are particularly grateful
for the patience and understanding
of our subscribers with regard to the
difficulty of the problem facing the
Editors. Further communications on
the subject will be appreciated.
Several subscribers have requested
that the individual editorials under
"Notes and Comment" as well as
book reviews by members of the staff
be signed or at least initialed by the
writer. There is much to be said on
both sides of the question and as the
matter is still undecided at the present moment we shall be glad to receive the opinions of our readers. Al-

Lamp

THE article "Fort Peck" is by Alfred Klausler of Glendive, Montana. He has contributed articles to
The Nation as well as to other
American journals. At the request of
TBE CRESSET Mr. Klausler made
a trip to Fort Peck in order to examine this example of the New Deal
for our readers.
71
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thou h our pr nt
signed r ·ie~ is com r
kno n in mcric , it h for
been the pr ctic of the mo
fol reviewing agency in th
n
speaking world-The iterary
plement of the London Times.
present policy of THE RE ET me n
that the entire staff stand behin the
individual editorial and book review. If, however, the American system of signing reviews should be pref erred by our readers, the Editors
will certainly reconsider the matter.
We are most appreciative of the
many gracious letters concerning the
quality and exhaustiveness of the
book reviews appearing in THE CRES·
SET . A few communications, h owever, feel that there should be less

* * *
Climax
Let the violin sing its highest note
And the wind break that note
Against unyielding silence.
Break the string s !
The song was perfect
And the tone was perfect.
In their perfection break them!
The heart will cry.
Let it!
Its cry is sharp and brief.
Better that, than the long ache
Of perfectness sliding into imperfection.
HELEN MYRTIS LANGE
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mment" thee itor ill continue their
n the ~ orld of public aff irs and modern
1
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fajor rti les urm the coming months ·ill include:

R.Amo's
LIGIO

ACCOUNT

OUR

2)

RELIGIO

I

B

THE AMERICAN

EEKLIES
MODERN

III.

Go

RONG

iUNIS 1 AND FASOSM

RELIGION ON THE SCREEN

THINK?

EWS

STUDIES
TURE

RB-

Co

DADAISM (PART

Do WE

ITH

EWSPAPER

FIL TH ON THB SCREEN
LITERA-

In future issues the editors
others, the follo ing books:

foDERN POETRY

ill review, among many

Ludwig
DeBoer
MAN THE UNKNOWN ...•.....•....•...•.•.••.. Alexis Carrel
THE LIFE AND DEATH OF A SPANISH TOWN •..••••.•. . Eliot Paul
DARK I LAND • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . • . . John W. Vandercook
THE RAINS CAME •.......•.......•.••.•.••• • Louis Bromfield
JOHN CORNELIUS • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . • • • Hugh Walpole
DREAMTHORP .•.........•....•.•••••.••.•• • Alexander Smith
PLOT AND COUNTER-PLOT ..••••.....••••..••••• • M. W. Fodor
MAN, BREAD AND DESTINY ...•.•.••.•••••.•.•••. C. C. Furnas
LITERARY TREASURES OF THE BIBLE ...••.••.••.. Oscar L. Olson
JOHN •......•.••••....•.........••••••.••••.. • Irene Baird
THIS Is MY STORY ••......•..•.•..•..• . Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt
A REPORTER AT THE PAPAL COURT ••.•••.•. • Thomas B. Morgan
Goo-CONTROLLED LIVES •.•••••.•••.•.•.••••• • Sverre Norborg
AN ARTIST IN AMERICA ......••.•••.••....•••• Thomas Benton
THE

ILE •.....•.••••..........•••••••••.••.. Emil

THE "IFS" AND "OUGHTS" OF ETHICS ...••.•.•... Cecil

HORACE MANN AND RELIGION IN THE MASSACHUSETTS
PUBLIC SCHOOLS ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • R.

B. Culver
C. Rosten
A WORLD HISTORY OF ART •••••••••••••••.•• • Sheldon Cheney
FROM THESE ROOTS •.•..•.•.••.••.•••.•.•••• Mary M. Co/um

THE

wASHINGTON

CORRESPONDENTS ••••••••••• • Leo

